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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Before the Office of Nuclear Reactor Reeulation I

In the Matter of )
) Docket Nos. 50-440

THE CLEVELAND ELECTRIC ) 50-346
1

ILLUMINATING COMPANY ) l

) (City of Cleveland's 2.206 Petition
(Perry Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 1, and ) to enforce antitrust conditions)

Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1 )

THE CLEVELAND ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING COMPANY'S
RESPONSE TO CITY OF CLEVELAND's 2.206 PETITION

I. Introduction

The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company ("CEI" or " Licensee") hereby responds to the !

" Petition of the City of Cleveland, Ohio for Expedited Issuance of Notice of Violation, Enforcement

of License Conditions, and Imposition of Appropriate Fines" (Jan. 23,19%) (hereinafter " Petition").

As requested by the NRCs letter of April 12,1996, this response addresses each of the four

allegations raised by the Petition. These allegations should be dismissed not only because they lack

merit but also because they relate to matters currently under FERC consideration.

The City of Cleveland's petition is asking the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to take
!

enforcement action against CEI because of several controversial disputes that FERC is currently

considering in a number of pending proceedings that have been initiated either by CEI or the City of

Cleveland. With respect to every allegation, whether or not there has been a violation of CEI's

license conditions depends on the substantive resolution of those disputes being adjudicated by
,
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FERC. In essence, the City of Cleveland seeks to circumvent these FERC proceedings through NRC 1
|

| !
I intercession. This would usurp FERCs decisional responsibility and expertise.

While the NRC is a competent and professional agency, its primary expertise is not in the

field of antitrust, or in interpretation or application of the Federal Power Act and Energy Policy Act

; of 1992 ("EPAct") amending the Federal Power Act. The issues raised by the Petition involve not
|

| only complex factual issues but interpretation and application of the Federal Power Act and EPAct
l'
'

amendments. Clearly, FERC should be permitted to apply its expertise and make its regulatory

| determinations before the NRC decides whether an additional enforcement proceeding should be
|

initiated.
1

l

II. The Antitrust Conditions Must Be Interpreted and Implemented In a |
Manner Consistent with the Federal Power Act, the Energy Policy Act of j

1992, and FERC-approved Rates, Charges and Practices j

One of the major defects in the City of Cleveland's petition is that,in urging the NRC to act i

!

in advance of FERC rulings, the petition ignores the relationship of the antitrust conditions not only

j to proper interpretation and application of the Federal Power Act and EPAct, but also to the rates,
!

charges and practices approved by FERC and other regulatory agencies. In this regard, CEI's

licenses state:

The above [ antitrust] conditions are to be implemented in a manner consistent with
the provisions of the Federal Power Act and all rates, charges and practices in
connection therewith are to be subject to the approval of regulatory agencies having
jurisdiction over them.

! License No. NPF-3,1 E(10); License No. NPF-58, App. C,1 A(11) (emphasis added).

|
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This relationship is fundamental. The antitrust conditions in NRC licenses are not interpreted

and enforced in isolation, but require consideration of the requirements of the Federal Power Act

(and EPAct's amendments to the Federal Power Act), as well as FERC decisions and approvals.

Thus, for example, while CEI's license conditions require CEI to wheel power, such wheeling must

be consistent with the Federal Power Act and FERC-approved rates, charges and practices. Where a

particular transaction would be inconsistent with the Federal Power Act or with FERC requirements

(or with other applicable legal requirements), such wheeling is not required by the license conditions. ,

|
Therefore, FERCs requirements and rulings may be determinative of a particular dispute.

III. Where Appropriate Implementation of a License Condition Depends on
Interpretation of the Federa: Power Act or Energy Policy Act, or on FERC
Approvals, Watchful Deference to FERC is Appropriate

Where appropriate implementation of a license condition depends on interpretation of the

l

Federal Power Act or EPAct, or on FERC rulings, NRC deference to FERC is clearly appropriate.

FERC is the federal agency directly charged with administering the Federal Power Act, and it has the

primary responsibility and expertise to decide under what terms and conditions wholesale

transactions should be conducted. NRC attempts to decide substantive issues within FERCs

purview could lead to conflicting federal rulings, and in any event would be a duplicative use of

governmental resources.

The NRC has previously recognized the appropriateness of deferral to FERC. In Florida

Power & Light Co. (St. Lucie Plant, Unit No. 2), DD-81-15,14 N.R.C. 589 (1981), the Director of

'

Nuclear Reactor Regulation observed that allegations that certain NRC antitrust conditions had been

|
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violated depended on FERC's interpretation of statutory terms used in those conditions. Noting that|

the particular issues had been raised by the petitioner and licensee in a pending FERC proceeding,

the Director ruled that FERC should be afforded the opportunity to interpret the statute and its own

regulations " free of any intrusion an advance interpretation on my part might cause." 14 N.R.C. at !

590.

Similarly,in Florida Power & Light Company (St. Lucie Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 2), DD-

95-10,41 N.R.C. 361 (1995), the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation employed and endorsed

the concept of " watchful deference" to FERC proceedings and decisions. 41 N.R.C. at 368, citing

City of Holyoke Gas and Electric Department v. SEC,972 F.2d 358,363 (D.C. Cir.1992). In that

case, the Director ruled that a FERC order requiring network transmission service resolved the 2.206

petition before the NRC. The Director noted that there were issues outstanding between the licensee

and petitioner that needed to be resolved before the petitioner could begin taking network

transmission service, but ruled that such issues were " rate-related issues within the jurisdiction of the

FERC, not the NRC." 41 N.R.C. at 368.

CEI urges the Commission to employ the concept of" watchful deference" espoused by both

! the NRC and Courts. Scc City of Holyoke Gas and Electric Department v. SEC,972 F.2d 358,363

(D.C. Cir.1992); Wisconsin Environmental Decade v. SEC,882 F.2d 523,527 (D.C. Cir.1989).

Such deference is not an abdication of responsibility, but rather a practical recognition that wasteful

duplicative proceedings are not necessary when another agency is addressing a matter. City of

i

|
,
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Holyoke,972 F.2d at 363. Where that agency has primary jurisdiction and expertise, this policy of

|

" watchful deference" is particularly compelling.

IV. All of the Allegations Raised by the Petition Are Issues Requiring FERC
Resolution

In its Petition, the City of Cleveland makes four main allegations: (1) that CEI has violated
.

Antitrust Condition No. 3 by refusing to provide firm wheeling service to the City's municipal electric |

system, Cleveland Public Power ("CPP"); (2) that CEI has violated Antitrust Condition Nos. 6 and

| 11 by entering into a contract to provide Toledo Edison Company with emergency power on a

preferential basis; (3) that CEI violated Antitrust Condition No. 2 by failing to offer the City a fourth

| " interconnection [ point] upon reasonable terms and conditions"; and (4) that CEI violated Antitrust
|

Condition No. 2 by unreasonably burdening use of the existing interconnections through unilateral

imposition of a $75.00/kW-month deviation charge. Petition at 12.
i

l

A. The Provision of Wheeling Services
'

,

;

At the outset, the NRC should note that CEI has regularly and consistently offered firm

wheeling services to CPP since 1978, under terms and conditions determined to be reasonable in

FERC filed transmission tariff, CEI FERC Electric Tariff, First Revised Volume No.l. In this

regard, CPP's peak transfers over the CEI/CPP interconnection in 1994 were approximately 204

MW (190 of which were wheeled under the transmission tariff), approximately 218 MW in 1995
!

| (192 wheeled), and CPP has reserved 252 MW of firm transmission service for 1996. Further, CPP

l
has requested and received short-term non-firm power sales and emergency transactions, under a

FERC filed Interconnection Agreement between CEI and CPP designated as CEI Rate Schedule

"

5
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FERC No.12. From 1993 to 1995, CPP requested and received a greater share ofits service as firm

under the transmission tariff. Affidavit of Szwed,14,35.

In February 1996, CEI and Toledo Edison jointly filed open-access, non-discriminatory

transmission tariffs. The filed tariffs would (a) expand the availability of point-to-point transmission

over the CEI and Toledo Edison electric systems, (b) provide nett, yk transmission service under

which power may be transmitted between and among multiple receipt points and multiple wholesale

delivery points, and (c) enable entities to reserve transmission service over the combined Centerior
|

transmission system for a system-wide rate. Moreover, the tariffs establish a basis under which rates,

terms and conditions applicable to third party users of Centerior's transmission system will be

I comparable to Centerior's own uses of its transmission system for wholesale power transactions.

Further, CEI and Toledo Edison will make the mandatory compliance filing providing non-

! discriminatory open access transmission service as required by the FERC final order on the open- |

access NOPR in Rule 888 issued April 24,19%.

!
,

In contrast, the City of Cleveland's allegation that CEI has violated Antitrust Condition No. 3
f

relates to one disputed transaction -- CEI's refusal to wheel 40 MW from Ohio Power Company. |

Petition at 13-14. However on the date that CEI informed CPP that it would not agree to provide

transmission service associated with the proposed transaction,it sought a ruling from FERC that the

proposed transaction is the functional equivalent of retail wheeling not required under Sections 211

and 212 of the Federal Power Act. Affidavit of Wack,19. As discussed in the affidavit of John P.

! Wack, CEI believes that this request in effect seeks retail wheeling between Ohio Power and one of

;

6
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CErs customers, the Medical Center Company, in CErs service territory. As such, CEI has

challenged the proposed transaction as a " sham wholesale transaction" prohibited by Section 212 of

the Federal Power Act, and is awaiting FERCs ruling on this matter.

:

CEl's basis for challenging the requested wheeling of power from Ohio Power to the Medical

I
Center is based on several facts. First, CEl understands that the proposed transaction is based on an

oral agreement which was reached (probably in the spring of 1995) during face-to-face negotiations
,

'
between Ohio Power (as power supplier) and Medical Center (the retail load). Second, the

: subsequent written contract between CPP and Medical Center reflects a direct pass-through of CPP
i

; payments to Ohio Power. Specifically, Medical Center agrees to pay a charge to CPP " based upon a

fixed AEP [American Electric Power, Ohio Power's parent corporation] demand charge of $6.50 per

kilowatt month, AEP's actual energy and emission charges ... plus an actual cost incurred by [CPP]

for transmission and taxes of any kind, however measured, paid directly or indirectly by [CPP]."

Thus, CPP is simply acting as a strawman to facilitate the retail wheeling of power from Ohio Power

to Medical Center.

This sham transaction is not the sort of wheeling which CEI is required to undertake under

the Federal Power Act, because it violates the EPAct amendments to the Sections 211 and 212 of the

Federal Power Act. While Section 211 vests the Commission with "Certain (wholesale) Wheeling

Authority" (in order to promote competition in the supply of electric energy at wholesale level),

Section 212(g), which is entitled " Prohibition on Orders Inconsistent with Retail Marketing Areas,"

provides that no order may be issued under Section 211 which is inconsistent with a state law which

7
i
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governs the retail marketers of electric utilities.' Section 212(h)," Prohibition on Mandatory Retail

; Wheeling and Sham Wholesale Transactions," further proscribes the issuance of a mandatory retail

!
. wheeling order,11 an order that would impose a condition on, or require, any transmitting utility to
!

engage in "the transmission of electric energy: (1) directly to an ultimate consumer . . ." or (2)"to, or ,

1

for the benefit of, an entity if such electric energy would be sold by such entity directly to an ultimatei

,

consumer, unless ..." such wholesale entity is one of several expressly permissible types (including a

municipal electric system) and such permissible wholesale entity was already providing service to the

ultimate consumer when the EPAct was enacted and would use transmission or distribution facilities

that it owns or controls to make deliveries to the ultimate consumer.

Here, the transaction between Ohio Power and CPP and the transaction between CPP and

i

Medical Center are two halves of the same transaction. The contemplated purchase of capacity by

Medical Center, in reality, would be a purchase from Ohio Power, and the service contemplated to

be provided by CPP, in effect, would be retail wheeling. Likewise, the wheeling services that CEI

had been requested to provide with respect to the proposed transaction is tantamount to the

wheeling of electric energy directly to an " ultimate consumer,"im Medical Center. Thus, the

agreements between Medical Center, CPP and Ohio Power are " shams," transparently designed to

conceal the Ohio Power / Medical Center oral agreement and to circumvent the prohibition in FPA

1 CEI also filed with the PUCO a complaint alleging that the proposed transaction between Ohio Power,
Medical Center and CPP violated the Ohio Certified Territory Act. but the complaint was dismissed on jurisdictional
grounds. CEI has appealed the dismissal to the Ohio Supreme Court. Affidavit of Fullem,1 16, fn. 4.

8
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Section 212(g) and Section 212(h) against retail wheeling that would occur if and when CEI
,

I

transmits the energy contemplated to be sold in the proposed transaction.2

|

The proposed transaction is not the sort of wheeling that CEI is required to undertake under

its NRC license conditions, for several reasons. First, as a sham transaction effectively involving

wheeling from Ohio Power to Medical Center, the transaction does not fall within the ambit of the

license conditions, because those conditions do not require retail wheeling. The NRC's antitrust !

conditions require CEI to wheel power to a requesting " entity" explicitly defined by the conditions as

an electric generation or distribution system. License No. NPF-3,1 E (Definitions); License No.

NPF-58, App. C,1 A (Definitions). This condition does not require wheeling to a customer.

Further, the purpose of the license condition is to allow competitive entities to develop " bulk power

services options." License No. NPF-3,1 E(3) note **; License No. NPF-58, App. C,1 A(3) note
1

. Retail wheeling is clearly unrelated to this purpose for the NRC antitrust conditions.3**

2
CEI has not opposed CPP's and Ohio Power's requests for expedition of the FERC proceedings. In fact, CEI

filed its petition well in advance of the date that the proposed transaction can commence (assuming they are lawful)
solely to resolve, as soon as possible, the key legal issue whether the transaction constitutes a sham.

8
That the wheeling provision is intended to apply to wholesale transactions is also demonstrated by paragraph

11 of the provisions, stating: "'Ihese conditions are intendeu as minimum conditions and do not preclude Applicants
from offering additional wholesale power or coordination services to entities within or without the CCCI' " Further,in
the NRC proceeding in which the antitrust conditions were formulated, wheeling was defined as the transfer by direct

! transmission or displacement electric power from one utility to another over the facilities of an intermediate facility.

| Toledo Edison Co. and Cleveland Electric illuminatinn Co. (Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station, Units 1,2, and 3t
'

Perry Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-560,10 N.R.C. 265,275 n. 24 (1979). This definition also shows
that the antitrust conditions were intended to refer to wholesale wheeling.

9,
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1 Second, the proposed transaction is not required by the license conditions because it is
,

; inconsistent with the Federal Power Act and with rates, charges and practices approved by FERC.
;

If, as CEI maintains, the proposed transaction is a sham and in fact retail wheeling to a customer in
,

;

CEI's service territory, CEI is not required to wheel such power either under its FERC-approved'

tariffs or under the Federal Power Act.

;

k
d

! The City argues that the NRC should net stay its hand because FERC may resolve CPP's

; complaint based on CEI's tariff, and not address CEI's obligation under the NRC license conditions.

!

| Petition at 19. This argument simply ignores the relationship between FERC's approvals and the

i

j antitrust conditions.4 If FERC rules that CEI in not obligated to wheel the power under FERC-
i

i approved tariffs and the Federal Power Act, there is no violation of the NRC antitrust conditions.

i

| Since FERC's ruling on this matter will be determinative, staying its hand until FERC has completed

!

its proceeding is exactly what the NRC should do.

f The City also attempts to suggest that CEI's refusal to wheel power is part of a larger pattern

of conduct, but it is clear on the face of the City's pleadings that this claim is specious. The City first
4

1

refers to a 1995 occurrence where CEI provided certain transmission services on a non-firm basis.
-l

* The City also remarks on CEI's position that FERC should not enforce NRC antitnist conditions. Petition at
19. All this signifies is that the antitrust conditions do not impose independent obligations on CEl, but instead require
CEI to wheel power consistent with the FPA and subject to the rates, chan ges ami practices approved by FERC. Thus,
FERC's responsibility is to determine whether a proposed transaction is required or permissible under the Federal
Power Act and to approve the rates, charges and practices that apply. NRC's responsibility is to take enforcement
action if and when it is detennined that CEI is refusing to wheel power in a manner consistent with the FPA and
FERC rulings.

10
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The City conveniently omits most of the relevant facts, glosses over the dismissal of a lawsuit related

to this transaction, and makes no mention whatsoever of FERCs review of the matter.

|
! As discussed in the Affidavit of Stanley F. Szwed,120-26, on May 11,1995, the City

requested 62 MW of additional firm transmission service under the tariff on file with the FERC to

start June 1,1995. The total request for 187 MW total of firm transmission service greatly exceeded

the 72 MW which had been reserved by the City in June of 1994. CEI promptly evaluated the City's

request for additional firm transmission service under the tariff pursuant to an established planning

criteria contained in CEI's annual transmission planning and evaluation report (FERC Form 715) on

file with the FERC. Upon careful study of the request and the foreseen conditions, CEI offered to

provide 25 MW of the requested 62 MW as firm service (for a total of 150 MW firm) and the

remaining 37 MW on a non-fhm basis. This denial of firm transmission service for the 37 MW

increment of power was for only approximately five weeks, due to CEl's operational considerations

until its Ashtabula No. 5 unit returned to service, and was conditioned upon CPP's ability to meet its

own reactive needs.' More specifically, CEI stated that it anticipated that firm service could be ]

provided starting July 5,1995, and determined that CPP had enough internal generation in reserve to
1

make up any potential loss of the offered non-firm 37 MW of transmission service in the interim.

Further, CEI advised the City that the additional power needs could be scheduled under the

5 On July 11,1994, CEI filed a complaint before the FERC in Docket No. EL94-75-000 pursuant to the
,

CEI/CPP Interconnection Agreement and pursuant to Federal Power Commission Opinion No. 644. CEl's complaint
j sought to require CPP to install facilities to supply all of the reactive power requirements imposed by CPP on CEI's

system, and other related actions. Pursuant to a July 14,1995 FERC order, CPP was directed to install facilities
i

| necessary to meet its own reactive needs. CEI v. City of Cleveland. 72 FERC 161,040, at p. 61,255-61,256.

11,
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|

interconnection agreement on file with the FERC between CEI and CPP, and in fact all of thei

requested transmission, including the transmission of the 37 MW on a non-firm basis, was provided.

The City of Cleveland refers to one additional occurrence in 1994, where CEI interrupted

transmission service to CPP for 1 1/2 hours because of system constraints. The City asserts that this |

interruption was unnecessary or the result of poor planning. Petition at 17-18. However, as the

!

City's own petition indicates, this complaint has been considered and rejected by FERC. CEI v. City

of Cleveland,72 FERC 161,040, at p. 61,260-61,261 (1995).

|
, i
| |

H. Provision of Emergency Power '

| The City alleges that CEI has violated Antitrust Condition No. 6 by assigning the highest

priority to the provision of short-term and emergency power to The Toledo Edison Company
|

| (" Toledo Edison"). Petition at 20-21. Condition 6 states,

Applicants shall sell emergency power to requesting entities in the CCCT upon terms
and conditions no less favorable than those Applicants make available : (1) to each
other either pursuant to the CAPCO agreements or pursuant to bilateral contract; or
(2) to non-Applicant entities outside the CCCT.

License No. NPF-3,1 E(6); License No. NPF-58, App. C,1 A(6).
|
|

|

CEI has on file with the FERC a schedule by which CPP can purchase emergency and short
!

l term power pursuant to the CEl/CPP Interconnection Agreement. In fact, CPP has purchased

emergency and short term power from CEI and Toledo Edison from time to time. In 1995, alone,
i

CPP requested and received emergency power from CEI on one or more occasions for 24 days. CEI

has and will continue to sell emergency power to CPP on an as-needed basis and has never refused to

:

12,
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provide emergency service when it had it available on its system. CEI cannot recall a single instance
|

where CPP has requested emergency service from it and CEI or Toledo Edison were unable to

provide such service to CPP, and CEI has procured emergency power in order to provide it to the

City. Nor is CEI aware of any instance where short-term or emergency power was provided to CPP

under terms or conditions less favorable than those available to other utilities outside the Centerior

system for a comparable transaction. Therefore, CEI believes that it has honored both the letter and

spirit of Condition No. 6.

The City does not dispute that CEI has provided CPP with emergency power and has done so |

under fair and reasonable terms and conditions. Instead, it predicates its challenge entirely on a |

provision in the 1987 Centerior Dispatch Operating Agreement, which states:

The operating companies will assign a highest priority to provide each other power.
An operating company will terminate an existing emergency supply to an outside
utility in order to honor requests for emergency power from an operating company.
Operating companies will assign the highest priority to provide each other short-term
power. In particular, an operating company will terminate short term sales to other
utilities before terminating such sales to the other operating company.

Although this provision has never been exercised in a manner to harm or discriminate against it, the

City claims that this provision is a " blatant violation of License Condition No. 6."

Centerior does not believe that the antitrust condition was intended to prohibit Centerior's

internal dispatching agreement and that a contrary interpretation would conflict with SEC

requirements. In this regard, when their antitrust conditions were formulated, CEI and Toledo

Edison were unaffiliated. Consequently, the antitrust conditions did not contemplate or address the

interchange that might be appropriate if the common shares of two CAPCO utilities were later

13
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acquired by a single holding company. The conditions simply indicated that each of the licensees

would sell emergency and short-term power on terms no less favorable than those available to the

other unaffiliated CAPCO companies.

i

This situation changed in April 1986 when the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) i

issued an order approving Centerior's acquisition of CEI and Toledo Edison as wholly-owned

subsidiaries. Release No. 35-24073; 70-7149. The SEC noted that CEI and Toledo Edison were

physically interconnected through Ohio Edison Company's transmission system thereby satisfying the

integrated utility system standard necessary to approve the affiliation. The SEC required that j

I
Centerior file an operating agreement describing the manner in which Centerior will sustain the

;

i development of an integrated utility system. This Centerior Dispatch Operating Agreement was
:
*

prepared and executed to satisfy this legal requirement.

As a result of the requirement to maintain an integrated utility system, Centerior now

conducts interchange power transactions and coordinates the economic dispatch of CEI's and Toledo
:

Edison's generating facilities to minimize generation costs. CEI and Toledo Edison al,so coordinate

1

plant outages and thus depend on each other to satisfy power needs of the Centerior system, |
|

including operating margins and emergency requirements. The operation of Toledo Edison and CEI

as an integrated system, and the associated power interchange and economic dispatch, necessarily

require CEl and Toledo Edison to provide power to each other under an internal system. This is not

an act of anticompetitive discrimination but the simple workings of an SEC-required integrated

system.

14
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The antitrust conditions should not be construed as prohibiting this type of coordinated

internal activity in an integrated utility system, because the City is treated no differently from any

other outside entity. Any other interpretation would result in the antitrust conditions being

implemented in a manner inconsistent with SEC regulation, which is inappropriate under condition

no. I1. Further, interpreting the antitrust conditians in a manner inconsistent with the operation of

an integrated utility system is simply unreasonable. It would be absurd if the two affiliated operating

compan'es, operating an integrated system contributing to the overall welfare benefit of the

ratepayers and shareholders, should be required to provide emergency services to a third party

company and forego assisting each other. Indeed, this would be in violation of common business

sense and fiduciary duties to the sister company.

Accordingly, the antitrust conditions should not be interpreted to prohibit the provisions of

Centerior's Dispatch Operating Agreement. Further,even if the Operating Agreement were viewed

as conflicting with the antitrust agreement, such conflict would not be grounds for enforcement and
|
'

sanctions against CEl, particularly since the City has suffered absolutely no injury from the

| provisions. At most, Antitrust Condition No. 6 should be amended to make it clear that it does not

prohibit Centerior's internal power exchange and dispatch.

In any event, there is no need for the NRC to resolve this issue at this time. Again, the City

suffered no injury from the challenged provision. Indeed, the City has never been denied short-term

or emergency power. Therefore, at this juncture, the issue is merely academic. Further, Centerior's

15
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Dispatch Operating Agreement was filed with SEC and made public in 1987, and it is remarkable

that the City has waited nii.e years to complain of the power-sharing provision.6 Finally, CPP has

brought this issue regarding the violations of Licensing Condition No. 6 before the FERC, and the

NRC may wish to await FERC's action on this matter to obtain the benefit of FERCs views.

C. The Fourth Interconnection

The City alleges that CEI has violated Antitrust Condition No. 2 by failing to offer a fourth

interconnection point. Petition at 21. Antitrust Condition No. 2 states:

Applicants, and each of them, shall offer interconnections upon reasonable terms
and conditions at the request of any other electric entity (ies)in the Combined
CAPCO Company Territories (CCCT), such interconnection to be available (with
due regard for any necessary and applicable safety procedures) for operation in a
closed-switch synchronous operaag mode if requested by the interconnecting
entity (ies). Ownership of transmission lines and switching stations associated with
such interconnection shall remain in the hands of the party finding the
interconnection subject, however, to any necessary safety procedures related to
disconnection facilities at the point of power delivery. Such limitations on
ownership shall be the least necessary to achieve reasonable safety practices and
shall not serve to deprive purchasing entities of a means to effect additional power
supply options.

License No. NPF-3,1 E(2); License No. NPF-58, App. C, A(2)

Contrary to the City's allegation, CEI has complied with the license condition above by

installing and maintaining three prior interconnections sufficient to meet all of the City's current

needs, and by working toward the installation of the fourth. CEI has not " refused" to install a fourth

interconnection, but instead has expended significant effort to establish reasonable terms for such

'
The City claims in a footnote that it did not become aware of the agreement until it was submitted to FERC in

1995. Since the City intervened in the SEC proceedings, was copied with the filing and it was publicly filed, this
claim does not appear credible.

; 16
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i

interconnectica and ens = ihat the interconnection is compatible with the safety and reliability of

CEI's systern. Further, this entire matter is pending before FERC.

CEI has previously installed three interconnections for the City, and operates these

interconnections pursuant to a FERC-approved CEI/CPP Interconnection Agreement. The total

transfer capacity of these interconnections as specified in the CEI/CPP Interconnection Agreement is

300 MVA and exceeds the City's past peak loads, as well as the 252 megawatts of fhm transmission

that the City has reserved for 1996.

|

During the negotiations resolving the City's objections to the CEI/roledo Edison affiliation

and other matters, CEI and CPP reached an understanding that CEI would install a fourth

| interconnection upon the City's construction of certain transmission lines. During the 1988-1989

negotiation for the third interconnection, the City proposed a fourth interconnection at another

location than Fox substation. In 1993, CPP led CEI to believe that instead of a fourth

interconnection, the City might internally loop their system and relocate their existing west side

interconnection to eliminate the need for the fourth interconnection. CEI has also become

increasingly concerned with the safety and reliability of CPP's expansion program. CPP's system

construction and engineering is below generally-accepted public utility standards, and as a result,

| service to CEI's customers has been interrupted, one CEI employee has been injured, and CEI's

i equipment has been damaged.'

' CEI has brought suit in the Ohio Court of Common Pleas to require CPP to comply with applicable j

|
engineering and utility industry standards. CEI v. City of Cleveland. et al., No. 265008 (Cuy. Cty. Ct. Common '

- Pleas), in a separate lawsuit in which contractors sued the City for nonpayment of costs associated with the
construction of the City's distribution system, the City admitted in its answer, counterclaims and third party complaint

17
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The City claims that CEI " refused to comply" with its request for a fourth interconnection at

the Fox substation. Petition at 22. This claim is inaccurate. In 1993, CEIinitiated negotiations to

i amend the CEI/CPP Interconnection Agreement. During one negotiating meeting, the City

requested that CEI proceed with installation of a fourth interconnection at the Fox substation, and

: CEI merely responded that it wished to reach agreement on its proposed amendments to the

interconnection agreement before tuming to the matter of the fourth interconnection. After this
,

single exchange, the City filed its FERC complaint.

.

The City claims,"FERC found that CEl's refusal to provide the fourth interconnection was a
i

| violation of both the Company's contractual commitments and its Antitrust License conditions."
!

i Petition at 22 (emphasis in original). This claim, too, is inaccurate. FERC ordered CEI to provide
{
i

the fourth interconnection based upon a September 19,1985 letter from CEI's chief executive to the '

mayor of Cleveland (CEI letter), a 1985 contract between CEI, Toledo Edison and American*

Municipal Power-Ohio (AMP-Ohio Agreement), and the license conditions. FERC did not find that

CEI had refused to provide the fourth interconnection. Nor did FERC find that there was any

violation of the Company's commitments or its antitrust conditions. Rather, FERC found that the

CEI letter, AMP-Ohio agreement, and license conditions " support an order to provide a fourth

interconnection" and directed CEI to file those documents with the FERC. 71 FERC 161,324 at p.

that its system does not meet applicable codes and standards. Guarantee Company of North America. et al. v. City of
Cleveland. et al., No.1:95CV1936 (ND Ohio).

,

!
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62,267 through 62,269. (FERC declined to order the interconnection under Sections 202(b) and 210

of the Federal Power Act. 71 FERC at 62,267 n.13.)

:

The City next suggests that CEI is in " defiance of FERC's mandate"(Petition at 23), but only;

|
| later in the petition acknowledges that CEI sought and was granted rehearing of FERC's order
|
I

(Petition at 25). CEI sought rehearing for two reasons. First, CEI believes that FERC should not

have ordered the interconnection pursuant to the CEI letter, AMP-Ohio agreement and license

conditions without findings that the interconnection was warranted under Sections 202(b) and 210 of

|

|
the Federal Power Act. Second, CEI has indicated that there are a number of essentialissues that

,

need to be decided before the interconnection can be installed. For example, there is currently no

specification of the capacity of the interconnection, the voltage at which it will operate, the facilities

that will be installed by each party, the date on which the interconnection is to be completed,

metering arrangements, the payments to be made by the City to compensate CEI for the

,

establishment of the interconnection, and modification of existing facilities that may be necessary as a
,

result of the additional interconnection. There are also significant safety and reliability concerns that
1

i need to be resolved.

!

Further, CEI did not wait for a FERC ruling on its request for rehearing, but contacted the

City to initiate the necessary evaluation of a fourth interconnection as proposed by the City. CEI

'

proposed performing this evaluation as part of a related study on the City's request for transmission

services through 2003, but at the City's request, agreed to perform a separate study of the fourth

interconnection pursuant to an engineering studies agreement. In January,1996, CEI provided to'

;

i
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the City a " Cost and Capability Analysis of the Proposed Fourth CEl/CPP Interconnection". The

study incorporates all assumptions provided by CPP, and CPP's responses to supplemental data

requests. The relevant data and materials used to perform the study were enclosed with the study,

and Centerior instructed CPP on the manner in which to replicate the study tuing ECAR models and

specific CEI data.

The City claims that the technical issues that CEI has been seeking to resolve are specious

roadblocks. Petition at 23. The importance and necessity of these matters, however, has been put

before FERC. In a response to a November,1995 motion in which CPP asserted that CEI was not

being responsive to FERC's order, CEI discussed in detail the unsafe practices by CPP which had

jeopardized the integrity of CEl's electric system and CEI's employees. CEI explained that it was

essential to address these safety violations in any agreement to establish a fourth interconnection

because the greater load and expanding transfer capabilities (expected to result for the establishment

of a fourth point of interconnection between CEI and CPP) will result in an increase in the risks to
'

the safety and reliability of CEI's system resulting from the City's constructions activities that are

unsafe or otherwise contrary to good utility practice.

In sum, CEI has taken reasonable steps in response to the City's sequest for a fourth

interconnection, and since the matter is before FERC, there is no need for NRC intercession. And,

while the City attempts to distinguish this case from the NRC's deference to a FERC proceeding in

St. Lucie, there is no legitimate distinction. The matter of a fourth interconnection is squarely before

FERC. Moreover, the City's argument that the NRC should inject itself into this proceeding and

20
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impose a significant financial penalty on CEI because "FERC lacks authority to impose one"is

baseless. FERC has authority to enforce its orders, including the authority to hsue civil penalties of

up to $10,000 per day for violations of its orders pursuant to Sections 316 and 316A of the Federal

j Power Act,16 USC 66 8250 and 8250-1.

D. Power Flow Control

The City's last allegation is that a deviation charge under the CEI/CPP Interconnection

Agreement violates Antitrust Condition No. 2, quoted above. The City claims that this charge

violates CPP's "right under the Antitrust Condition No. 2 to obtain interconnections with CEI 'upon

reasonable terms and conditions'". Petition at 31-32.

CEI believes that the City's allegation distorts the meaning of Antitrust Condition No. 2. The

license condition relates to the installation of interconnections upon reasonable terms and conditions,

not incentives that CEI proposed to the FERC to encourage the City to minimize unscheduled power

deliveries from CEI to the City.

The deviation charge is not an anti-competitive term. As testified to by the FERC staff and

found by the Administrative Law Judge, the deviation charge provides the City with an incentive to

operate in a manner which minimizes unscheduled power flow between CEI and the City. Further,

the proposed charge is less than the prior firm power rate schedule approved by FERC, which

obligated the City to pay CEI a total of $83.93/kW-month should a IkW deviation occur. In fact,
1

! the deviation charge is comparable to the 100 mills /kWh emergency energy rate that the City cites on
|

21
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; '.

page 33 of its Petition as having been found reasonable by FERC. (100 mills /kWh corresponds to

$72/kW-month.)*

The City's arguments opposing CEI's compensation proposal of one-half of its then-current

month's fuel charge and the City's proposal for energy return-in-kind was rejected by the FERC.

; e City does not bring to the NRC any arguments different from or more compelling than those
il

brought before the FERC.

In any event, the reasonableness of the currently proposed positive and negative deviation

charge is before FERC. Evidentiary hearings have been held before an Administrative Law Judge,

who has determined that a $25/kW-month deviation charge should be imposed (still exorbitant,

according to the City'). If FERC adopts this decision, any excess amounts paid by the City will bet

refunded with interest in accordance with the FERC's regulations,18 CFR 5 35.19a.

V. Conclusion

For all of the reasons stated herein, the NRC should deny the City of Cleveland's petition.

' The City is inaccurate in representing that the Company's deviation charge applied to a single unscheduled delivery
of 1,500 kW in one hour of a month would produce a higher payment to CEI than ifit assesses a 100 mill /kWh rate
for 1,500 kWh of emergency energy in each and every hour of the month. The City is comparing hourly rates with
monthly rates. Applying the deviation charge to a single unscheduled delivery of 1,500 kW in one hour would
produce a charge of about $156. while assessing a 100 mill /kWh for that same hour would produce a charge of over
$150.

' See Petition at 31. ~
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Respectfully submitted,

.

Mary E. O'Rei fy ' ~[
MichaelC.R gu nski Q
CENTERIO ERGY CORPORATION
6200 Oak Tree Boulevard,IND450
Independence, Ohio 44131
Telephone:(216) 447-3206/2191

Facsimile: (216) 447-2592

David R. Lewis
SHAW, PITTMAN, POTTS & TROWBRIDGE
2300 N Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037
Telephone: (202) 663-8474

Facsimile: (202) 223-3760

s/ mike /nrcrespl. doc
|
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| UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Before the Office of Nuclear Reactor Reculation

In the Matter of )
) Docket Nos. 53-440

THE CLEVELAND ELECTRIC ) 50-346
ILLUMINATING COMPANY )

| ) (City of Cleveland's 2.206 Petition
(Perry Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 1, and ) to enfo ce antitrust conditions)

Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1 )

|
|

|
| Affidavit of John P. Wack, William T. Beutler, Stanley F. Szwed,

| Charles V. Fullem, Gwendolyn K. Luciano and Anthony N. Discenza

County of Cuyahoga )
) SS:

State of Ohio )

1. John P. Wack, William T. Beutler, Stanley F. Szwed, Charles V. Fullem, Gwendolyn K.

Luciano and Anthony N. Discenza, being duly sworn according to law, hereby depose and state
|

| as follows:
!

|
,

1

2. We are submitting this affidavit in support of Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company's

Response to the City of Cleveland's 2.206 Petition. We have personal knowledge of the mattersi

|

set forth in the paragraphs noted below and state that they are true and correct to the best of our

information and belief.
,

t
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3. This affidavit addresses four principle allegations made by the City of Cleveland: (1) that
i

CEI has violated Antitrust Condition No. 3 by refusing to provide firm wheeling service to its

municipal electric system, Cleveland Public Power ("CPP"); (2) that CEI has violated Antitrust

Condition Nos. 6 and 11 by entering into a contract to p. ovide Toledo Edison Company with !

emergency power on a preferential basis: (3) that CEI violated Antitrust Condition No. 2 by

1

failing to offer the City a fourth " interconnection [ point] upon reasonable terms and conditions: '

and (4) that CEI violated Antitrust Condition No. 2 by unreasonably burdening use of the

existing interconnections through unilateral imposition of a $75.00/kW-month deviation charge.

1
Petition at 12. Each of these allegations is addressed in turn below, l

| |

I. Wheeling

4. CEI presently provides the City with firm transmission service under its FERC Electric
1

Tariff, First Revised Volume No.1. Ir 1993,60% of the deliveries that CEI provided to the City
|
,

were under the transmission tariff. This figure increased to 68% in 1994 and 93% in 1995. The |
'

|

remainder of the service provided by CEI to the City was short-term non-firm power sales and |
'

|
emergency transactions.

|

|
5. In addition, on May 25,1995, CEI and Toledo Edison jointly filed open-access non-

discriminatory transmission tariffs. The CEI transmission tariffincluded an open-access point-to-

point transmission tariff which provides firm and non-firm transmission service for all eligible

entities, including the City of Cleveland. On December 20,1995, the FERC directed CEI to

revise its tariffs and file additional information in support of its revised tariffs. On February 29,

i

>

i
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1996, CEI filed revised open access tariffs for point-to-point transmission service and for

network integration service that are to be implemented by Centerior Electric Company

(Centerior), the surviving electric utility upon the merger of CEI and Toledo Edison, and service

agreements for service to be rendered under the point-to-point transmission service to the City.

6. The CEI open-access tariff complies in all material respects with the pro forma point-to-

point tariffs set forth by the FERC and the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking in Docket Nos.
1

RM95-8-000 and RM94-7-001 Promoting Wholesale Competition Through Open-Access Non- !
|

Discriminatory Transmission Services by Public Utilities. FERC States and Regulations,
.

1 35,514 (1995). Furthermore, the proposed rates for CEI transmission services are conforming

rates in accordance the Commission's Policy Statement established in its Inquiry Concerning the

Commission's Pricing Policy for Transmission Services Provided by Public Utilities under the

Federal Power Act, FERC Regulations Preamble, 31,005 (1994).

|

|
7. The filed tariffs would (a) expand the availability of point-to-point transmission over the '

|

CEI and Toledo Edison electric systems, (b) provide network transmission service under which |
|

power may be transmitted between and among multiple receipt points and multiple wholesale

delivery points, and (c) enable entities desiring to do so to reserve transmission service over the

combined Centerior transmission system for a system-wide rate. Moreover, the tariffs establish a

basis under which rates, terms and conditions applicable to third party users of Centerior's i

I
transmission system will be comparable to Centerior's own uses ofits transmission system for

wholesale power transactions.

3
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| 8. On April 24,1996, the FERC issued its Final Order on the Open-Access NOPR in Rule No.
!

l

888. The Final Order also contains a single proforma tariff describing the minimum terms and !

!
conditions of service to provide non-discriminatory open access transmission service. CEI and

.

Toledo Edison will make the mandatory compliance filing providing such non-discriminatory
|
t

| open access transmission service.

| A. The Ohio Power - Medical Center Transaction

! 9. The City of Cleveland alleges that CEI has violated antitrust conditions in the NRC licenses

for the Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station and the Perry Nuclear Power Plant by refusing a

request by Cleveland Public Power (CPP) for wheeling of 40 MW from Ohio Power Company.

Petition at 13-14. As discussed below, CEI believes that this request in effect seeks retail

wheeling between Ohio Power and one of CEl's customers, the Medical Center Company, in

CEI's service territory. As such, Centerior has challenged it as a " sham wholesale transaction"

prohibited by the Federal Power Act, and is awaiting FERC's ruling.

10. Medical Center is a non-profit corporation owned and controlled by nine institutions'

located within CEI's service territory. CEI has provided retail service to Medical Center for

approximately 60 years. Currently, Medical Center purchases power from CEI pursuant to an

agreement approved by the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio (PUCO). Medical Center

|

! * The institutions owninF Medical Center are: University Hospitals of Cleveland, Case Western Reserve University The Cleveland

|
Museum of Art, the Church of the Covenant, the Musical Arts Association, the Cleveland Botanical Garden, the Cleveland

IIcaring and Speech Center, the Cleveland Medical Library Association, and the Cleveland Institute of Art.'

4,
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constitutes approximately a 50 MW retail load on the CEI system. Ohio Power is owned by

American Electric Power Company, an electric utility holding company.2
,

11. Medical Center has informed CEI that Medical Center will terminate services from CEI

effective September 1,1996. Commencing September 1,1996, Ohio Power will supply CPP

with approximately 50 MW of power energy, which will be passed directly through to Medical

Center. As described below, the monthly charges that Medical Center will owe CPP are directly
,

tied to the cost of the power and energy that Ohio Power (and/or the AEP system as r whole)

will supply to serve the Medical Center loads.

12. Because Ohio Power and Medical Center are not directly connected, and because Medical

Center lies well inside CEI's certified service territory under Ohio law, Ohio Power needs CEI to

i

transmit the power and energy from CEI's interface with Ohio Power to delivery points within

the City of Cleveland. Because CEI is not required to engage in retail wheelin; ader the ;
l

Federal Power Act, Ohio Power and the Medical Center have entered into contracts with CPP in

order to characterize the sale as a wholesale transaction. As a result, on August 11,1995, CPP

requested 40 MW of transmission service from "CEI's existing interconnection with Ohio Power"

to begin September 1,1996.3 A copy of CPP's letter requesting the transmission service, which

4

2 AEP has four other generating subsidiaries: Appalachian Power Company. Columbus Southern Power Company, Indiana-
Michigan Power Company, and Kentucky Power Company.

8 CPP made its request for this service pursuant to the terms of CEI's currently-effective FERC Electric Tariff, First Revised
Volume No.1, which provides firm point-to-point transmission service.

5
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;

| includes service not associated with the proposed transaction and agreed to be supplied, is

attached as Attachment A.

1

i

|

I

13. CEI believes that the proposed transaction is based upon an oral agreement which was |
!

| reached (probably in the spring of 1995) during face-to-face negotiations between Ohio Power |
i I
1

. (as power supplier) and Medical Center (the retail load). On behalf of CPP, an official of the

City of Cleveland subsequently stated in a private letter or memorandum that "we are given to

understand that (AEP) was Medical Center's preferred source"(Attachment B). Furthermore, an

officer of CEI was informed by Medical Center that CEI's "true competitor" was Ohio Power,

| and not CPP. '

|

;
i

|

14. To implement the oral agreement, Ohio Power, Medical Center and CPP entered into two

| separate contracts: (1) On July 31,1995, Ohio Power entered into a " Power Supply Contract"

with CPP, which Ohio Power filed with the FERC in Docket No. ER%-501-000 (Attachment

C); and (2) Earlier in the year, Medical Center and CPP entered into an Electric Power Service

Agreement (Attachment D). Consistent with the true nature of the proposed transaction, this

agreement provides that Medical Center charges would reflect a direct pass-through of CPP

payments to Ohio Power. Specifically, Medical Center agrees to pay a charge to CPP " based

|
upon a fixed AEP demand charge of $6.50 per kilowatt month, AEP's actual energy and!

, emission charges (the current estimates of which are shown in Exhibit B thereto), plus an actual
I

cost incurred by [CPP] for transmission and taxes of any kind, however measured, paid directly

or indirectly by [CPP]."

6
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15. By letter dated November 2,1995 (Attachment E), CEI informed CPP that CEI would not

agree to provide transmission services associated with the Proposed Transaction (although CEI

agreed to provide all other transmission service requested included in CPP's August 11,1995;

l

request).

!

| 16. Also on November 2,1995, CEI filed with the FERC a Petition for Declaratory Order that
i

i CEI is not required to transmit power and energy generated by Ohio Power to retail loads that

are currently served at retail by CEI in the City of Cleveland, Ohio. (Attachment F) CEI alleged

| that the proposed totasaction, although contractually disguised as a wholesale sale from Ohio

Power to CPP, will be the functional equivalent of a sale "directly to an ultimate consumer." CEI

further alleged that an oral agreement between Ohio Power and the retail loads underlies the

Proposed Transaction. Therefore, in accordance with Section 212 of the Federal Power Act (the

"FPA") as amended by the Energy Policy Act of 1992 (the "EPAct"), CEI is not required to

provide the transmission service with respect to the Proposed Transaction.'

' CEI luul previously (in May 1995) filed with the PUCO a complaint alleging that the proposed transaction between Ohio Power,
Medical Center and CPP violated the Ohio Certified Territory Act, in the alternative, this complaint requested that if the
Commission did not prohibit retail sales within CEI's certified territory by Medical Center or Ohio Power, the Commission should
allow CEI to recover from Medical Center stranded investment for generation distribution facilities built by CEI to serve Medical
Center.

On August 10,1995, the PUCO dismissed CEI's complaint on jurisdictional grounds. On November 30,1995, CEI instituted an
i appeal before the Ohio Supreme Court. The matter has been briefed before the Ohio Supreme Court and is currently awaiting a

decision from that court.

7
i
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|

17. On December 13,1995, CPP filed a protest to CErs Petition for a Declaratory Order and

Motion to Intervene and For Summary Disposition.5 CPP argued the proposed transaction is not

a sham designed to circumvent the Section 212 prohibition against retail wheeling.
!

18. While CEI did not oppose the intervention of CPP in its proceeding, CEI has opposed its
|

| Motion for Summary Disposition. CEI has taken the position that either CEl's petition should be
!

granted as a matter of law, or that a full trial-type hearing should be held before the FERC

regarding the issues.

i

'
|

19. On December 12,1995 and on December 19,1995, the Southern California Edison
i

(
,

|

| Company and the Long Island Lighting Company filed motions to intervene. Both of these

parties intervened because they asserted that CErs petition presents novel issues, the resolution,

i

of which may affect all utilities. Both parties asserted that the FERC's decision on the issues

presented by the petition ultimately may affect every transmitting utility in the United States. The

requested order, for example, may provide guidance concerning the eligibility of entities for

j- wholesale transmission service, and the concept of what constitutes a sham transaction may be

|

|
clarified as a result of CErs petition.

|

5 On November 29.1995, CPP also initiated its own FERC proceeding by filing a complaint against CEI in Docket No. EL96-21
000. 'Ihc complaint seeks an order requiring CEI to provide transmission service to CPP for a 40 MW purchase of power by CPP.

from Ohio Power Company and asserts that such transmission is required independently by: (1) CEI's Tariff No.1 on file with the
FERC, and (2) Antitrust Licensing Condition No. 3 imposed upon CEI by the NRC. CPP requested that this complaint be

,

consolidated with CErs proceedings in FERC Docket No. EL96-9-000.

8
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H. Other Wheeling Allegations

20. On May 11,1995, the City requested 62 MW of additional firm transmission service under

the tariff on file with the FERC (which request was increased to 64 MW on or about May 24) to

start June 1,1995. At that time, the City had requested, and CEI had committed to provide,125

MW of firm transmission service from CEI pursuant to CEI's Electric Tariff, First Revised

Volume No.1.6 The requested 187 MW total of firm transmission service greatly exceeded the

72 MW which had been reserved by the City in June of 1994.

21. CEI promptly evaluated the City's request for additional firm transmission service under j

the tariff pursuant to an established planning criteria contained in CEI's Annual Transmission |

Planning and Evaluation Report (FERC Form 715) on file with the FERC. Upon careful study of

the request and the foreseen conditions, CEI offered to provide 25 MW of the requested 62 MW

as firm service (for a total of 150 MW firm) and the remaining 37 MW on a non-firm basis. CEI ;
;

advised the City the additional power needs could be scheduled under the CEI/CPP

Interconnection Agreement on file with the FERC.

22. CPP can generate 48 MW of power,11 MW more than the subject 37 denied on a firm

basis. CPP's Mr. Salko testified before the common pleas court that CPP's 48 MW of generation

|

' Generally, finn transmission service is a firm or constant obligation to be met by the utility rendering such service, whereas non-
finn service is subject to interruption if the service providing utility's firm obligations exhausts its resource to provide the service.
Obviously, it is improper to schedule firm transmission services beyond a utility's foreseeable available facilities. Before a utility
can commit to firm transmission service, a number of technical considerations must be made with resix:ct to the firm transmission
availability.

9
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is mainly held in reserve for peak loads and emergencies. CPP had enough internal generation inI

reserve to make up any loss of the offered non-firm 37 M'," >f transmission service.

|
|

23. CEI's denial of the City's request was not absolute. CEI offered to provide all the

transmission capacity requested, but the last 37 MW of the requested increase was to be on a

| non-firm basis. To the extent CPP's request was denied, the denial was for only approximately
|

| five weeks, due to CEI's operational considerations, until its Ashtabula No. 5 unit returned to

service. Additionally, CEI offered to provide all the service on a firm basis conditioned upon

CPP's ability to meet its own reactive power needs.' Finally, CEI stated that it anticipated that

firm service could be provided starting July 5,1995, and firm service was provided on that date.

|
|

24. On May 31,1995, CPP filed a verified complaint for declaratory injunctive relief and a
|

| motion for temporary restraining order before the Court of Common Pleas of Cuyahoga County,
|

| Ohio. The complaint sought an order requiring CEI to transmit CPP's purchase power requests

on a firm basis to CPP through CEI's transmission lines.
|

25. On May 31,1995, a hearing was held before Judge Clearly of the Court of Common Pleas

of Cuyahoga County on CPP's Motion for a Temporary Restraining Order. CEI objected to the

! need for any injunctive relief as well as the court's subject matterjurisdiction to grant the relief
;

!

|

' On July 11,1994. CEI filed a complaint before the FERC in Docket No. EL94-75-000 pursuant to the CEI/CPP Interconnection
Agreement and pursuant to Federal Power Commission Opinion No. 644. CEI's complaint sought to require CPP to install
facilities to supply all of the reactive power requirements imposed by CPP on CEI's system. and other related actions. Pursuant to
a July 14,1995 FERC order, CPP was directed to install facilities necessary to meet its own reactive power needs. CEI v. City of!

Cieveland,7i FERC 161,040 at p. 61,255-61,256.

10
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I sought. At the conclusion of the hearing that day, the court declined to issue a temporary

restraining order and thereafter dismiss:d the complaint for lack of jurisdiction. The City has

appealed both decisions.

26. Upon the City's request, the FERC investigated CEI's May 19,1995 response to the City's

May 11,1995 request for firm transmission service. CEI was contacted by J. Steven Herod,

Director of the FERCs Office of Electric Power Regulation, through a series of telephone calls.

| CEI responded to his questions and advised him of the events and circumstances. CEI advised I

i Director Herod that, absent unplanned circumstances, there would be no power interruptions to
1

the City's firm and non-firm wholesale power services, and that such schedules were already

available for any such service to CPP. The FERC declined to take any action on the City's

complaint. Moreover, no interruption of service occurred.

|
;

II. Provision of Emergency and Short-Term Power |

27. Prior to 1986, and in particular in the late 1970s when the antitrust conditions were

formulated, CEI and Toledo Edison were separate, unaffiliated utilities. On April 29,1986, the

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) issued an order approving Centerior's acquisition of
|

Cleveland and Toledo affiliation in that order, the SEC required that Centerior file an operating

agreement describing the manner in which Centerior will sustain the development of the

'
integrated utility system.

|

,
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28. To comply with the requirement to maintain an integrated utility system and satisfy the

SEC, Centerior filed with the SEC on April 28,1987, Centerior Dispatch Operating Agreement,

! governing the interchange of power between CEI and Toledo Edison, No modifications or

supplements to the Agreement have been filed with the SEC.

!
,

| ' 29. In order to maximize savings from scheduling generation dispatch between the utilities,
I

Centerior conducts interchange power transactions between the control areas for the maximum

benefit of both companies and their ratepayers. The Agreement provides for coordinated )
1

dispatch of electric facilities of CEI and Toledo Edison in order to minimize generation costs and '

maximize savings resulting from the combined economic dispatch.8

30. CEI and Toledo Edison coordinate outage scheduling and depend upon each other to

satisfy power needs of the Centerior system, including operating margins and emergency

requirements.
|
i

i

!
'

The power flow between the control areas which is expected to achieve an equalization of generation costs within each
control area in any hour is scheduled in advance of the hour in which power is to be delivered through appropriate
communications between Centerior and Ohio Edison's system dispatch centers in accordance with the CAPCO Basic Operating
Agreement. For example, if Centerior anticipates that for the next hour the incremental cost of power generation will be lower in
Toledo Edison's control area than in CEl's control area, then Centerior calculates how much of a scheduled power flow can be
effected to equalize the incremental production cost rate in the two areas. By calculating how much the incremental cost for
generation can be expected to increase in Toledo Edison's control area by generating the extra power, and by calculating how much
the incremental cost of generation can be expected to decrease in CEI's area by generating less power, Centerior fm' ds the optimal
schedule interchange of powerflow from Toledo to CEl. This flow permits the incremental cost rate of power to become equalized<

in both control areas, and the total incremental cost of power production to Centerior and to its rate payers to be minimized..

12
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31. Centerior's Dispatch Operating Agreement includes the following provision challenged by'

CPP:

The operating companies will assign a highest priority to provide each other
power. An operating company will terminate an existing emergency supply to an
outside utility in order to honor requests for emergency power from an operating
company. Operating companies will assign the highest priority to provide each
other short-term power. In particular, an operating company will terminate short
term sales to other utilities before terminating such sales to the other operating
company.

This provision in the Dispatch Operating Agreement is necessary for an integrated utility system.

The operation of Toledo Edison and CEI as an integrated system, and the associated power,

|

|

| interchange and economic dispatch, necessarily require CEI and Toledo Edison to provide power

to each other under an internal system.

32. While CEI and Toledo Edison operate as an integrated utility system pursuant to SEC

requirements, sales of emergency and short-term power to CPP are not treated differently from

sales to any other outside entity. CEI has on file with the FERC a schedule by which CPP can

purchase emergency power pursuant to the CEI/CPP Interconnection Agreement. In fact, CPP

has purchased emergency pcwei from CEI and Toledo Edison from time to time. In 1993,1994

and 1995, the City requested and received emergency service on one or more occasions for 69

days,27 days and 24 days, respectively. CEI has and will continue to sell emergency power to I

CPP on an as-needed basis and has never refused to provide emergency service when it had it

available on its system. Additionally, CEI has procured emergency power as necessary in order

to provide emergency service to the City. CEI cannot recall a single instance where CPP has
i
.

13
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requested emergency service from it and CEI or Toledo Edison were unable to provide such 1

service to CPP. Nor is CEI aware of any instance where short-term or emergency power was

provided to CPP under terms or conditions less favorable than those available to other utilities

outside the Centerior system for a comparable transaction. Therefore, CEI believes that it has

honored both the letter and spirit of Condition No. 6.

33. On May 2,1994, as supplemented on July 15,1994, CEI and Toledo Edison submitted

before the FERC a joint application for Commission authorization pursuant to Section 203 of the

Federal Power Act to merge Toledo Edison into CEI, thereby forming a single utility company.

The merger will achieve benefits and administrative operating efficiencies.

34. The City has challenged the emergency and short term power provision of Centerior's

Dispatch Operating Agreement in its June 20,1995 Protest, Motion to Intervene, Opposition to

Request for Blanket Waiver of Commission Regulations and Motion for Summary Rejection, as

supplemented in its Renewed Protest, Motion to Intervene, Opposition to Request for Blanket

Waivers of Regulations and Motion for Summary Rejection filed with the FERC April 12,1996

in Docket No. ER95-1104-000 concerning Centerior's open access tariff filing. The City asserts:

"NRC Licensing Conditions Nos. 5 and 6, reprinted in 10 NRC 298, require CEI (and Toledo

Edison) to sell maintenance and emergency power, respectively, to " requesting entities" on

" terms and conditions no less favorable" than those on which the companies make these services

available to each other and to other entities. That obligation should be reiterated here, not

14
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avoided." Additionally, CPP inserted the following footnote in its protest to the licensing

conditions:

CPP's willingness to discriminate and its past violations of licensing conditions are
reflected in the April,1987 Centerior's " operating agreement" appended to the
May 9,1995 filing in (FERC) Docket No. EC94-14-000. There, under the

;

heading " emergency power / reliability of short term power," CEI and Toledo )
Edison agree that, with respect to both emergency power and short-term power, '

they will each assign to the other the " highest priority" and will terminate a sale of
either emergency power or short-term power to another utility in order to provide
service provided to the other. This agreement is in blatant violation cf Licensing |
Condition No. 6.

FERC has not yet ruled on the City's protest.

|

III. The Fourth Interconnection

35. The three existing interconnections between CEI and the City are built and operated

pursuant to an agreement for installation and operation of a 138kV synchronous interconnection

dated April 17,1975, as amended (CEI Rate Schedule No.12) (the "CEI/CPP Interconnection

t Agreement"). The existing interconnections are sufficient to serve the maximum loads imposed

by the City upon CEI over those interconnections in a reliable manner. The total transfer

capability of those interconnections as specified in the CEI/CPP Interconnection Agreement is

,
300 MVA. CPP's peak transfers over the interconnections in 1994 were approximately 204

|

MW, approximately 218 MW in 1995 and CPP has reserved 252 MW of firm transmission for

1996.

!

i

J.
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36. As a result of certain settlement discussions resolving the City's objection to the CEIffE

affiliation and other matters, CEI and the City reached an understanding that CEI would install a

fourth interconnection upon the City's construction of certain transmission lines. This

understanding was reflected in a September 19,1985 letter from CEI's chief executive to the

mayor of Cleveland. During the 1988 1989 negotiations for the third interconnection, the fourth

interconnection proposed by the City was located in southeast Cleveland (not at Fox substation).

In 1993, CPP led CEI to believe that instead of a fourth interconnection, the City might internally

loop their system and relocate their existing west side interconnection which would eliminate

their need for the fourth interconnection.

37. CEI has also become increasingly concerned with the safety and reliability of CPP's

expansion program. CPP's system construction and engineering is below generally-accepted

engineering and utility standards, and as a result, eervice to CEI's customers has been

interrupted, one CEI employee has been injured, and CEI's and its customers' equipment has

been damaged. CEI has brought suit in the Ohio Court of Common Pleas to require CPP to

comply with applicable engineering and utility standards. CEI v. City of Cleveland. et al., No.

265008. In a separate lawsuit in which contractors sued the City for nonpayment of costs

associated with the construction of the City's distribution system, the City admitted that its

system does not meet applicable engineering and utility codes and standards. Guarantee

Company of North America. et al. v. City of Cleveland. et al., No.1:95CV1936 (ND Ohio).

-
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38. In 1993, CEI initiated negotiations to amend the CEI/CPP Interconnection Agreement.

During one negotiating meeting, the City requested that CEI proceed with negotiations over

terms and conditions of the installation of a fourth interconnection at the Fox substation, and CEI

merely responded that it wished to reach agreement on its proposed amendments to the

interconnection agreement before turning to the matter of the fourth interconnection.

39. On April 22,1993, the City filed a complaint against CEI requesting that FERC order CEI

to establish the fourth interconnection. On June 9,1995, FERC ordered CEI to provide this

interconnection. FERC declined to order the interconnection under Section 202(b) and 210 of

the act, but found that such an order was supported by the September 19,1985 letter, a 1985

contract between CEI, Toledo Edison and American Municipal Power-Ohio (AMP-Ohio

Agreement) and NRC License Condition No. 2. 71 FERC 161,324 at 62,267. On July 7,1995,

CEI applied for rehearing of the order on the grounds that FERC should not have ordered the

interconnection unless such interconnection was warranted under Sections 202(b) and 210 of the

Federal Power Act, and that there are a number of essential issues that need to be decided before

the interconnection can be installed. FERC granted rehearing on August 1,1995 for the purpose

of affording itself additional time to consider the issues raised in CEI's application for rehearing.

40. There are many essential details pertinent to establish the additional point of

interconnection that have not yet been resolved. Specifically, there is no specification of the

capacity of the interconnection to be installed, the voltage at which the interconnection will

operate, the facilities to be installed by each of the parties, the date on which the interconnection

17
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is to be completed, metering arrangements, the payments to be made by the City to compensate

CEI for the establishment of the interconnection, and modification of the existing facilities that

may become necessary as the result of the additional interconnection. These essential provisions ,

I
Iwill have to be determined by substantive negotiations of the parties.

41. On June 30,1995, CEI suggested to the City that it would be more practical and efficient

to incorporate the evaluation of a potential fourth interconnection into a closely related study

i l

| which CEI was already performing with regard to a request for transmission services for a period
'

i

1996 through 2003. On July 13, the City requested CEI to prepare an engineering studies

agreement to evaluate a fourth point ofinterconnection as proposed by the City. Furthermore, ;

1

the City asked CEI to perform this study separately and distinctly from the transmission service

study under way. In response, on July 21,1995, CEI issued an engineering studies agreement to

perfonn an evaluation of a fourth interconnection as proposed by the City. CEI also requested
i

that the City provide electrical diagrams and additional engineering information necessary to

perforrn the study.

42. On January 12,19%, CEI provided a " Cost and Capability Analysis of The Proposed

| Fourth CEI/CPP Interconnection" to the City. Pursuant to the engineering service studies

agreement, Centerior evaluated the engineering feasibility of a fourth point of interconnection as

proposed by CPP at CEI's Fox Substation. The study incorporated all assumptions provided by

CPP to Centerior, and CPP's responses to supplemental data requests. The relevant data and
i

;

i
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!

materials used to perform the study were enclosed with the study, and Centerior instructed CPP
'

i

on the manner in which to replicate the study using ECAR models and specific CEI data. !

|1

|

| 43. In the absence of further guidance from the Commission prior to the deadline established in
i

!

| the June 9 Order, CEI submitted a letter to the Commission on October 9 which detailed many
i

issues necessary to be resolved by agreement of CEI and the City before a fourth point of

interconnection could be safely and reliably established.

- 44. On November 14,1995, CPP filed a motion with the FERC in which it asserted that the

| October 9 filing was not responsive to the Commission's order. CEI filed a response on i

!

December 8 to CPP's November 14 motion in which it discussed in detail many of the instances

in which CPP had engaged in unsafe practices in the manner in which they had jeopardized the

integrity of CEI's electric system and the safety of CEl's employees. CEI further explained in its

| response that it was essential to address those safety violations in any agreement to establish a

fourth interconnection point because the greater load and expanding transfer capabilities

(expected to result from the establishment of a fourth point of interconnection between CEI and

CPP) will result in an increase in the risks to the safety and reliability of CEl's system resulting

from the City's construction activities that are unsafe or otherwise contrary to good utility

| practice. It is, therefore, essential that CEI and CPP negotiate a mutually satisfactory j

I
i understanding regarding the obligation to maintain safe practices affecting the operation of the

interconnected systems.

|
,

f
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'IV. Deviation Charge
1

45. On March 22,1993, CEI filed with the FERC changes to the CEI/CPP Interconnection

Agreement (FERC Rate Schedule No.12). As noted above, the CEI/CPP Interconnection

Agreement provides electric service to the City pursuant to service schedules appended to the
,

? '|
agreement for emergency service, firm and non-firm power sales and other services. In its filing )

1
l

with the FERC, CEI noted that the existing arrangement between CEI and the City imposed )
|

substantial costs on CEI, that it was not being adequately compensated by the City and, I

| therefore, CEI sought certain changes to the agreement. CEI stated that the changes to the

i
'

agreement being proposed are designed to establish a more rational operating relationship

between CEI and the City and to facilitate more efficient utilization of CEI's facilities when they

are not being needed to serve the City.

j 46. CEI proposed the following changes to the agreement:
1 -

I A. Firm Power Service At Cost-Based Rates.

CEI proposed changes to Service Schedule B -- Firm Power Service -- to
the Agreement so as to increase the maximum rate for firm power sales by CEI to
the City, provide for a reservation period for firm power sales, and to clarify
CEl's obligation to plan for sales of firm power to the City. Mr. Fullem submitted
testimony noting that CEI was not selling any firm power to the City currently,
but wished to restructure the firm power schedule so that CEI will no longer be

,

| obligated to sell firm power to the City without requisite notice, that the sale
,

would be made at no more than cost-based rates, and make other changes
'

necessary to plan for firm power sales to the City.

B. Coordination Services

CEI also proposed to provide the City with a wide array of coordination
services designed to facilitate economic operation of the City's electric system.i

'

Thus, CEI proposed to provide short-term power service, limited powe- vice:
'

and economy power service, which could be provided under mutually-
,

20
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advantageous situations under rates which are "not to exceed" costs of the
service. Additionally, CEI proposed both spinning and supplemental reserve
capacity services, which may be utilized by the City to provide adequate reserves
required by ECAR.

|
1

C. Power Flow Control

Mr. Fullem testified that the major share of the City's bulk power supply is
generated by others and transmitted to the City over CEI's transmission lines, or
sold by CEI to the City as short-term or limited term (non-firm) power. Energy
associated with such capacity is delivered to the City in accordance with hourly
schedules established in advance by the City. Where the City fails to schedule
deliveries of energy accurately, CEI is required to adjust operation of its own
generation, or to compensate for the differences between the amount of energy
scheduled and the amount actually taken by the City. The need to adjust the
generation facilities in this manner imposes operational burdens upon CEI.

47. Thus, CEI proposed revisions to Section 4.3 of the Interconnection Agreement to establish

!

reasonable incentives to the City to accurately schedule delivery of energy. The City has

Ialternatives available, including its own generation, which could eliminate deviations from i

scheduled deliveries to the City by CEI. CEI proposed a deviation charge, which included the

cost basis as testified to by Mr. Fullem, designed not to be punitive but, rather, to provide the

City with incentive to operate in a manner which minimizes unscheduled power flows between

CEI and the City, rather than requiring CEI to adjust for any errors which the City may make in

planning and operating its resources.

48. It must be emphasized that the deviation charge is an incentive and not a rate for service

rendered by CEI. CEI was not obligating itself to accept excess energy from the City or to

21
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provide power to the City without CEI's prior agreement. CEI was simply attempting to

discourage the City's extracontractual and unauthorized reliance on CEI's generation facilities.

49. In order to adapt its schedule to the conditions existing on the system, the City may advise

CEI dispatchers of desired changes in the amount of energy to be delivered by CEI. However,

where the City actually takes more energy from CEI and any power than it has scheduled to be

delivered, it must pay the fuel cost of the energy provided by CEI, plus a demand charge of

$75.00/kW-month for capacity used by CEI to make up the difference. If the City takes less

energy from CEI than it has scheduled, CEI will retain the excess energy and compensate the

City at a rate based on one-half of the CEI average fuel cost during the month. CEI believes that

the City will be able to schedule its receipt and operate its internal generation in a manner which
|

minimizes the payment of charges for overscheduling or underscheduling of energy receipts.

50. CEI requested an effective date of June 1,1993 for all the changes filed in the docket.

51. On April 9,1993, CPP filed before the FERC in Docket No. EL93-31-000 a complaint

against CEI concerning the proposed changes to the Interconnection Agreement. On April 9, |

1993, CPP also filed a protest to the changes and requested summary rejection or, in the

alternative, a request for a five month suspension of the proposed changes to the Interconnection

Agreement. CPP argued that a deviation charge was excessive and allowed for no margin of

error to account for inadvertent energy flows. On May 28,1993, the FERC acted on CEI's

application. With regard to the deviation charge, the FERC rejected the City's request for

22
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I

summary disposition. Cleveland Electric Illuminating Comoany,63 FERC 161,244, at 62,677. I

The Commission determined:

"In our judgment, the reasonableness of CEI's proposed deviation charge, in
comparison to its firm power rate and in light of CEI's legitimate desire ta
encourage accurate scheduling of City resources, presents a factualissue that is
best resolved at a hearing r will order in this proceeding. Similarly, the
reasonableness of the rates, terms and conditions of CEl's proposed spinning
reserve and operational reserve services also presents a factual issue that can best
result at a hearing. Accordingly, we will deny (CPP's] request for summary
disposition."

l,

63 FERC 61,244 at 62,677

t

!
l

52. The FERC also dismissed the City's complaint determining that the complaint was moot in

light of the action taken on CEI's filing. 63 FERC 61,244 at 62,678. Additionally, the FERC

accepted CEI's proposed rates for filing and suspended them for five months from sixty days

after the date of CEI's filing, to become effective, subject to refund, including interest, on

November 1,1993, and set the rates for hearing. 63 FERC 161,244 at 62,678.

53. Evidentiary hearings were held before the FERC on February 1,1994, and concluded on

February 4,1994. The record consisted of 125 admitted exhibits and a transcript of 520 pages.

The case was submitted upon the filing of briefs and reply briefs by CEI, the City and the FERC

commission staff. The City's position on the issue of power flow control was presented by

testimony of Paul B. Reising. Mr. Reising testified that the provisions for positive and negative

deviations should at least be offset over a period of one month so that the provisions for

settlement of unscheduled inadvertent delivery of electric energy in the existing interconnection

4
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| agreement be retained and implemented. Mr. Reising testified that unscheduled inadvertent

energy deliveries should be settled for either by the return of equivalent energy or by the payment

of out-of-pocket costs, plus 10% of such costs. In the alternative, Mr. Reising testified that it

would be appropriate to establish a symmetrical "deadband" applicable to positive and negative

deviations. Specifically, Mr. Reising testified that a deadband equivalent to plus-or-minus 6% of

CPP's actual load be established and that for positive or negative deviations within this deadband,

either a return of equivalent energy (a return in kind) or a cash settlement based upon the

supplier's out-of-pocket costs. Outside of the deadband, Mr. Reising testified that the cost of

positive deviations would be charged at an emergency rate of 100 mills per kilowatthour (or

$100/MW-hour). For negative deviations outside of the deadband, Mr. Reising testified CEI

would pay for energy supplied by CPP at 90% of CEI's out-of-pocket cests applicable during

that hour.

54. The FERC's witness, David J. Reich, testified that CEI's proposed additions to the power

flow control would become reasonable with modifications. He testified that CEI's proposed

deviation charge of $75.00/kW-month is excessive to achieve the appropriate goal to discourage

the City from using deviation power as a substitute for purchasing firm power, or conversely, to

encourage the City to institute internal controls to balance its loads with its schedules. Instead,

the Staff testified that a charge of $25,00/kW-month for positive deviations would be

appropriate.

24
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55. In the alternative, Mr. Reich testified that a deadband would be appropriate where actual

power flow may deviate positively by 1.5 MW or negatively by 1.5 MW beyond the scheduled

power flow. Within this plus-or-minus 1.5 MW bar.d width, power deviations would be returned
|
|

in-kind or at 110% of out of-pocket costs and that outside the deadband, a positive deviation |
l
Icharge of $25.00/kW-month would be appropriate. The negative deviation charge would follow

CEI's proposal of one-half of CEI's fuel cost.

!

56. Mr. Reich concluded that CPP had been over-scheduling energy on the CEI system and

that the magnitude of such over-scheduled energy did not warrant treatment nor compensation as

inadvertent energy as proposed by the City. Mr. Reich also concluded that it had been cheaper )

for CPP to rely on CEI for load following than to provide the service from its own generation or |

more precise scheduling. Therefore, Mr. Reich testified that changes to the interconnection

agreement to encourage accurate scheduling were just and reasonable,

i
1

l

57. CEI witness Charles V. Fullem proffered cost support for the positive deviation charge of |
I

$75.00/kW-month. Mr. Fullem testified that the CEI/CPP Interconnection Agreement provides !
|

for a Minimum Billing Demand defined as follows in Service Schedule B as in effect prior to

November 1,1993:

For billing purposes, the Minimum Kilowatt Billing Demand in any month shall
not be less than 50 Percent of the highest Firm Kilowatt Billing Demand incurred
during the previous twelve months.

'
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The Demand Charge for Firm Power Service prior to CEl's proposed changes was $11.99/kW-

month. Therefore, under the existing Interconnection Agreement,if CPP's scheduled resources

were less than its load over a sixty-minute period and CPP chose not to take additional firm

power over the succeeding twelve months, the cost to CPP for that one-hour schedule deviation

would be $83.93/kW. Taking into account the proposed cost-based rate for firm power of

$25.00/kW-month, the cost to CPP for that one-hour schedule deviation would be $175.00 per

kW, absent further changes in the Firm Power Schedule proposed by CEl.

58. Mr. Fullem also testified that compensating the City at one-half of its then-current month's

fuel charge to CPP where CPP overschedules its energy was a practice that CEI and the City

agreed to in 1983. CEI has adhered to this practice for all excess power scheduled by the City

since 1983 and tht prior to the hearing, the City has never sought to renegotiate this

arrangement. Mr. Fullem testified that this arrangement was reasonable given that the power was

unscheduled and might cause CEI minimum loading problems.

59. On November 28,1994, the administrative law judge assigned to the case issued its initial

decision. In the initial decision, the Al) determined:

| "The positive deviation charge of $25.00/kW-month is to be imposed for the purposes of
'

this decision as a means to effectively ' encourage CPP to provide capacity to follow
CPP's load,in order to not incur the positive deviation charge"'. 69 FERC 163,008 at,

65,048.

The ALJ also declined to adopt the City's deadband proposal which provided for energy

retumed-in-kind for unscheduled power deliveries, and thereby adpoted CEl's proposal to

:
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.

continue the parties' previous agreement for compensation at one-half CEI's fuel costs.

Exceptions to the decision of the AU were filed with the FERC, and such exceptions are pending

before the FERC.

s/ mike /arcarr2. doc

i

I

|

|

i
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STATE OF OHIO )
) SS: AFFIDAVIT OF .IOHN P. WACK

COUNTY OF CUYAHOGA )

,

John P. Wack, being first duly sworn, deposes and says that he is Manager, Rates and

Contract Administration of Centerior Energy Corporation; that he has read the foregoing
,

document; and that he has personal knowledge of the matters set forth in paragraph numbers

/-2, 7,/9 and they are true and correct to the best of his information and belief.

/b Zg//k,k
/i

Sworn to before me and subscribed in my presence by the said John P. Wack this

3 day of M ,1996.
]

'
i .

1

- ~

MICHAEL C. REGUUNSKI, Attcrney1

'

NOTARY PUSuc - $ TATE Of OHlo
M/ comm i has o a se son data,

.

1
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STATE OF OHIO )
) SS: AFFIDAVIT OF WII.I I AM T. BEUTIER

COUNTY OF CUYAHOGA )

William T. Beutler, being first duly sworn, deposes and says that he is Senior Engineer,

Customer Engineering, of Centerior Energy Corporation; that he has read the foregoing

document; and that he has personal knowledge of the matters set forth in paragraph numbers

j l-3,37 and they are true and correct to the best of his information and belief.

|

$u~Y

1

|

Sworn to before me and subscribed in my presence by the said William T. Beutler this

3 day of [YVM7 ,1996.

N
f

MICHAR C. RMUUNSKI, Attemey
NOTARY PUBLIC - 5 TATE Of OH60
My comm slo has up rs ion date.

|

!

|
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STATE OF OHIO )
) SS: AFFIDAVIT OF STANI EY F. SZWED

COUNTY OF CUYAHOGA )

|

Stanley F. Szwed, being first duly swom, deposes and says that he is Vice President,

Engineering and Planning, of Centerior Energy Corporation; that he has read the foregoing

document; and that he has personal knowledge of the matters set forth in paragraph numbers

1-38,,16-h 77-34 and they are tme and correct to the best of his information and belief.j

Aht~l b $ Y
U v

Sworn to before me and subscribed in my presence by the said Stanley F. Szwed this |

3 day of ,1996.

,

I
gicHAtt C. REGUtlNSKl, Atterrey
NOTARY PUBlic - STATE OF OHiQ
My comm i has no exp ra ion date.

,

,

I
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STATE OF OHIO )
) SS: AFFIDAVIT OF CHARI ES V. FUILEM

COUNTY OF CUYAHOGA )
|

Charles V. Fullem, being first duly sworn, deposes and says that he is Principal |

Advisor, Competitive Analysis, of Centerior Energy Corporation; that he has read the

foregoing document; and that he has personal knowledge of the matters set forth in

paragraph numbers /-3. 45- 59. Land they are true and correct to the best of his
!

information and belief.
|

[ 87
_

1

|

I'

wom to before me and subscribed in my presence by the said Charles V. Fullem this )
3 day of M ,1996.

1

'

/
'

^
l /

- ,,

MICHAEL C. REGULINSKI, Attorney
NOTARY PUBLIC - STATE OF OHQ
My comegulopigognegregion date.
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STATE OF OHIO )
) SS: AFFIDAVIT OF GWENDOLYN K. LUCIANO

COUNTY OF CUYAHOGA )

Gwendolyn K. Luciano, being first duly sworn, deposes and says that she is Manager,

Federal Regulation and Pricing, of Centerior Energy Corporation; that she has read the

foregoing document; and that she has personal knowledge of the matters set forth m

paragraph numbers /-3.5-9,39.S,4 and they are true and correct to the best of her

information and belief. 37-4Y I

\oem ds k, .

1

Sworn to before me and subscribed in my presence by the said Gwendolyn K. Luciano
94this b day of /h4W ,1996.

s
.

MICHAEL C. REGULINSKI, Attcrney
NOTARY PUBUC - STATE OF OHIO
My comm a n has ap ra ion data.
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STATE OF OHIO )
) SS: AFFIDAVIT OF ANTHONY N. DISCENZA

COUNTY OF CUYAHOGA )

:

| Anthony N. Discenza, being first duly sworn, deposes and says that he is Manager,

Large Commercial Segment Sales, of Centerior Energy Corporation; that he has read the i

foregoing document; and that he has personal knowledge of the matters set forth in

paragraph numbers 1-3,13 and they are true and correct to the best of his
i

information and belief. i

6W $ s
V

~m wK
/ ~

l

1
1

Sworn to before me and subscribed in my presence by the said Anthony N. Discenza

this 3 day of ,W ,1996.

, , ,

i

S

NOTARY PU8UC - STATE OF OHIO
My come s has se r ion date.

,
.

:

!
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CLEVELANO. OHIO 44114-1100
1300 LAXESIDE AVENUE'

gto"Q RECEIVED OFri

!

AUG 16 1995
,

STANLEY F. SZWED ,

August 11,1995

Mr. Thomas G. Solomon, Manager Bulk Power Operations
Cleveland Electric illuminating Company
6896 Miller Road

i

Brecksville, Ohio 44141

Dear Tom:

Enclosed are transmission service agreements under the CEI FERC Transmission
Tariff for the following reservations:

East Kentucky Power Cooperative for 30 MW from January 1,1996 through
December 31,1996 ,

Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co. For SQ MW from January 1,1996 through December 31, i

1996
.

1

New York Power Authority for 32 MW from January 1,1996 through December 31,
1996

Chio Power Company for 40 MW from September 1,1996 through December 31,
1996 |

,

.Please respond to these reservation requests as soon as possible. The transmission
reservations for the 35 MW of AEP Tanners Creek and 10 MW AMP Ohio Gorsuch
power will be sent to you by AMP Ohio. ,

I

Very truly yours,

e
Jerome W. Salko, Manager |

'

|
Electric System Operations

|

! cc: Nagah Ramadan
| George S. Pofok

William Zigli

. c .a n _,,,_ w,.."'"' ATTACHMENT "A"
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As you know, Cleveland Public Power has been in ongoing negotiations with the Medical
Center Company relative to providing service to MCC's distribution system. We had
made what we felt was an attractive proposal based on information we received from
Michael'B. Danzig, the General Manager of the Medical Center Company. In
discussions with Mr. Danzig, it was our understanding that our offer was to include a
wholesale power purchase from American Electric Power (AEP). On Friday, we learned
that the Board of Trustees had made a recommendation relative to the service for the
Medical Center Company. We also learned from Mr. Danzig that his feelings regarding
the source of power were not unchangeable and that he would accept other power
suppliers as part of our overall package.

|

| Cleveland Public Power has other sources of power from large established companies
! which is priced substantially lower than power from American Electric Power. We used

that power source because'we were given to understand that it was MCC's preferred
source, in light of this new information, we are prepared te submit a proposal to the
Medical Center Company which will meet the energy requirements of MCC at a
substantially lower cost than our previous proposal. I would ask that the Board not
finalize its decision until it has had an opportunity to examine our new proposal which

,

I has an additional savings to the Medical Center Company of 51.44 million per year, or
S10 million over the seven year term. This proposal will be delivered to Mr. Danzig
today, January 10,1995.

Sincerely,

gm Y ~

Michael G. Konicek
Director;

|
[

An Eqw:I Opporumity Employer
4
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POWER SUPPLY AGREEMENT
!;

,

1
1

between ;

1

.

CLEVELAND PUBLIC POWER

.

.

'

and

.

OHIO POWER COMPANY
.

.

.

.

'

|
|

| JULY 31,1995
|

|

!

/
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' THIS AGREEMENT, entered intb as of the SL day of July.1995, between Ohio Power
*

*

Company (OPCO) and the City of Cleveland, Department of Public Utilities, Division of
Cleveland Public Power (CPP), OPCO and CPP being sometimes herein referred to
collectively as the " Parties", or separately, as a " Party";

.

WITNESSETH:

0.1 WHEREAS, CPP is a municipal electric system organized and existing under the laws
of Ohio and is owned by the City of Cleveland;

0.2 WHEREAS, OPCO owns and operates, inter alia, facilities for the generation,
tranerniesion, and distribution of electric power and energy in the state of Ohio;

0.3 WHEREAS, OPCO is an operating subsidiary of American Electric Power Company,
Inc. and operates as a part of the integrated electric utility system control area known as
the American Electric Power System (AEP System);

0.4 WHEREAS, OPCO coordinates the operation of its electric supply facilities with other -
AEP System operating subsidiaries pursuant to the a*=m=-4< Ag-=* dated Julyr

6,1951, as prnandad, between Apa=1** Man Power Cananay, Columbus Southern Power
Company, Indiana M'ehigan Power Company, Kaaaaa13 Power C~ap=ay, Ohio Power
Ci------ y, and with American Electric Service Corporation as Agent;

0.5 WHEREAS, the Parties have determined that they will each benefit from the sale of
capacity and energy by the AEP System to CPP;

0.6 WHEREAS, pur==at to an agreement dated June 14,1962, as arnt=Ini, the system of
OPCO is interconnered with the system of Cleveland Electric Illurnin= tine Cr. .g--y.

'

(CEI);
,

O.7 WHEREAS, pursuant to the CEI FERC filed Trancrnizzian Service Tariff with an
original date of hery 28,1978, CPP may arrange for CEI to provide transminaion
service between CEI's luius =k um with OPCO and other electric utility systems and ,
CPP's system; and

0.8 WHEREAS, the systems of OPCO and CPP are not presently intme-M, and
delivery of power and energy from the AEP System to CPP willrequire that tranemienion
service be arranged with CEI and/or other electric utility systems to which the Parties'
systems are or may be +----=1 (Tr-rateri== System (s));

0.9 NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the promises and mutual covenants bercin
set forth, the Parties hereby agree as follows:- .

c

! 1

i . . . . . . . . -

..--
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ARTICIE 1 - SERVICE CONDITIONS*

1.1 Prudent Utility Practice

Each Party shall exercise reasonable and prudent care to design, construct, maintain, and operate
its facilities and arrange to rnect its obligations in accordance with prudent utility operating
ptsetice. Consistent with such practices, any party may install and operate on its system such
relays, disconnecting devices, and other equipment as it may deem appropriate for the protection
of its system.

.

1.2 Delivery of Limitad Term Power and r3mitad Term Fnergy
:

! Throughout the period beelaalan Spa-M 1,1996, and eremilar through August 31,2001,
| or such period as is descritxxl in mihaertinn 6.2, OPCO shall, upon call, male arrangements for
; and stand ready to supply power ('Lhnited Term Power") and associated energy ("I .imitad Term
; Energy"), to the Transmitting System (s) for delivery to CPP, and CPP shall in turn stand ready

{ to receive and shall pay for such Limited Term Power and f.imited Term Energy in accorrinns-
! with the rates specified in Article 2 below.
5

i

i 1.3 Availability of Limited Term Power and Limited Term Encryv
!

! OPCO will consider the supply of fimitad Term Power and 1la*ad Term Energy under this
Agreement to CPP to'bc a @ commitment, but will 33 include this enmmitment in'

determining the amount of capacity nersmary for the AEP System to meet its long term planning"

; obligations.

! The availability of Limited Term Power and IJmited Terrn Energy, and OPCO's obligation to
; deliver same to the Tmammiertag System (s) for delivery to CPP in any hour, is cesi g. upon

the ability of the AEP System to first meet its internal load and other firm load mmmitmenta-'

As new firm load commitmente are made by the AEP System, CPP tumtad term power and
,

energy will immediately follow those new firm load enmmitmente. )
t

j OPCO will agree to employ the following action in order to provide service under this ,
j AWm: arranging wh from other systems, and to implement other prudent measures
i which OPCO may consider appropriate innder the circumstancas. At CPP's request, OPCO
j agrees to buy energy, W3a* emergency energy, in the market for CPP when OPCO cannot
i deliver energy from AEP generation resources. (AEP will endeavor to notify CPP at least one

1j hour in advance of =P- E=+1 emergency conditions or otherconditions interfering with delivery
; of power and energy nader this a. * ) Accordingly, CPP will reimburse OPCO for the
j energy costs incurred by OPCO on CPP's behalf. The AEP System shall be held harmless from
j any finsneial responsibilities or dama *a that may arise if capacity and/or energy is not available

from OPCO to the Trs==irting System (s).'

i
:

i
i

d

.. .... .. ---
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1.4 Delivery Point Ij -

| All electric energy delivered under this Agreement shall be of the character commonly known
as three-phase 60 Hz energy and shall be delivered at nominal voltages at points where OPCO's !

! system intercr nects with the bulk transmission system of CEI, and/or other Transmittinga

i Systems, and at auch other delivery points and voltages as the Partas may establish (Delivery
| Points).
}
i

! 1.5 Ooerntina Arrnneenenk
i

i Operating arrangements established under the Operating Commhtee pursuant to euMdon 4.1
| to effectuate supply and receipt of the Umited Term Power and Limited Term Energy shall be
; coordinatad among persorr.J of the AEP System Control Center, CPP, and the Transmitting

,

; System (s). '

1.6 Schadadina Limited Term Power
;

j Unless otherwise rautually agreed by OPCO and CPP, the procedures described herein shall
4 govern the schedul*mg of Limited Term power and energy deliveries. CPP shall, two working
! days prior to the end of each month, provide the AEP System Control Center the demand in
'

MW of power to be supplied by OPCO for the next month. Weekly nelwhdas for the amount
of Limited Term Energy to be supplied by OPCO to the Transmitting System (s) during each
hour of the next week shall be provided to the AEP System Control Center by 2:00 p.m.,
E.S.T., (or such other time as mutually agreed upon) each Tuesday for deliveries on Wednesday
through Tuesday. Additional changes may be made up to 15 miruses (or less if mutually agreed
upon) before the hour the change is to be effective. At no point will the amount scharhdad
exceed the Marl === Demand, as described in subsection 2.1.

.

1.7 InterTuption of Service

Each party shall exercise reasonable care to maintain the ceuk *y of all service provided under
subcactinn L3 of this Agreement however, service may be interrupted or reduced upon such .
notice as is reasonable under the cirenmataneaa (a) by operation of automatic equipment installed
for power system protection (b) after consultation among the Parties, if practicabic, whenever |
consistent with pmdent utilky practice such action is desirable for installatian, maintensnee,
inspection, repairs or replacement of equipment, (c) at any time that such action is ner-s-y to
preserve the integrity of, or to prevent or limit any instability on the AEP system, or (d) at any
time that CPP is in default for mom than 30 days in the payment of any bill rendered hereunder,
and OPCO has, consistent with Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) policy, given
appropriate advance nodce of such non-payment and impending mepneian of service.

In the event OPCO is unabic to supply energy frem its own generating resources or from other
sources to CPP under this agreement, OPCO shall credit CPP for each day or portion thereof,
a pro-rata reduction in the demand charge under subsectica 2.1 equal to the demand charge for
the month divided by the munber of days in that month.

3
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1.8 Extandad Limited Term Power-

| If CFP desires to continne receiving service under this Agreernent beyond the period specified
| in subsections 1.2 and 6.2, CPP shall provide OPCO written notice by August 31,1999. The

availability of such power shall be determined by OPCO. Mutual agreement between the Parties

| shall be required on the rates, tenns, and conditions for the extension of Limited Term Power
| ami Lhnited Term Energy.
!

!

ARTICLE 2 - COMPENSATION

2.1 Demand Charges

For the period hpramhar 1,1996 through August 31,2001, or such period as is described in
| sukertian 6.2, CPP shall pay OPCO for each month of Lhnited Term Power a demarvi charge

equal to $6,500 per MW times a monthly Billing Damand equal to the greater of (a) the highest
hourly amount of Ilmked Term Power and Energy scherkdeel during such month, or (b) the
minimum monddy demast agreed upon for such period, which in no case shall be less than 24
MW (Mmimum Dam *M). The demand charges include charges for the transmission of Limleed

|

Tenn Power and Energy over the AEP System to the Delivery Points with the Tran=nitting
System (s).

,

|

In August of each year of the contract serm (eg. 1997,1998,1999 and 2000), CPP and OPCO
will nuwnnity determine the monthly Minimum th==M- the manrhiy maximum demand

| (Maximum Demand) and the Inimmum annual demand amount in MW-months (Annual Demand)
for the following contract year; provided, however, that in no event shall tbc Annual Demand
amount during the term hereof be less than 360 MW-manths, nor shall the Maximum Demand'

exceed 50 MW, uniem OPCO agrees to waive such limit. .

The first year demand reservation erhas*da will be based on a minimum Annual Demand amount
of 360 MW months, with a monthly Minimum Demand of 24 MW and a monthly Maximum -

Demand of 44 MW.
.

If the sum of the monthly Billing Demands for the 12 months of any contract year is less than
the Annual Demand agreed upon for such period, the difflerance between such sum and the .
Annual Demand shall be billed together with other charges for the last month of each contract

'

year at the rate of $6,500/MW.

2.2 Energy.Chargas .

For the period SwLs 1,1996 through August 31,2001, or such period as described 'm
j subsection 6.2, CPP shall make monthly payments to OPCO f6r Limited Term Energy supplied
: by OPCO for delivery to CPP during the month covered by each monthly statement. Tbc
! monthly energy charges will equal the out-of-pocket cost (as defined in W'Jon 3.8)'of

supplying the scheduled energy.lo the Delivery Points. Consistent with the provisions of,

subsection 3.8, CPP will have the option to supply SO allowances to OPCO in lieu of having2,

the AEP System's SO allowance costs included in the UmN Term Energy charge. If the2

4
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actual average energy charges other than emission allowance charges (out-of-pocket costs as
-

defined in subsection 3.8, excluding emission allowance charges) in any calendar year period
exceed the esthnated average energy costs, excluding emission allowance costs, as shown in-

subsection 3.9, by more than 10%, during the same one (1) year period, CPP shall have the
option of terminating this Agreement. This provision to terminate the agreement cannot be
enforced unless CPP purchased at least one-hundred thousand (100,000) MWH during the same
calendar year under this comract, of which at least 40% must have been taken dunng times
classified as off-peak hours. (Off-peak hours are defined as 11:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. EST
Monday through Saturday and all day Sundays and holidays.)

.

2.3 Transmittina Svskm Arr=rn. a- =nd Chmes

CPP is solely responsible for arranging the delivery of the Limited Term Power and Limited
Term Energy from the Delivery Points across the Transmitting System (s) to the point (s) where
such systems interconnect with CPP's system. CPP shall make every reasonable effort to arrange
such delivery, including taking any m~=ry judicial or regulatory actions to compel and/or
obtain approval of such delivery. CPP is solely responsible for the timely payment of any
charges imposed by the Transmitting System (s). The charges imposed by the Transmitting
System (s) shall not affect the Parties' obligations hereunder. If CPP fails or refuses to arrange
for such delivery by August 1,1996 OPCO may, in its sole discretion, terminate this contract
in its entirety. -

|

ARTICLE 3 - RECORDS, BILLING AND PAYMENTS

'

3.1 Eccords
.

OPCO shall keep such records as may be needed under this Agreement, including any
determimelon of charges. The originals of all such records shcIl be retainad by OPCO in
accordance with the FERC record retentian r4 Adi. Copies of such records or any records
related to matters reladve to this agramment shall be made available to CPP upon request.

3.2 Bittina Period
.

.

Unless otherwise agreed upon, the c=t=1=r month shall be the st=nd=n! period for all ~*1amente
under this Agreement. As soon as .hkle after the end of each billing period, OPCO shall
cause to be prepared a statement in such detail as may be needed for settiamante under this
Agisr

~

3.3 Timelinen of Payment

Unless otherwise agreed upon, all bills und,cr this Agreement shall be rendered as soon as
practicable in the month following the calendar month in which they were incurred and shall be
due and payable, unless otherwise. agreed upon, as provided below. A bill is considered rendered
on the day it is mailed or otherwise transmined by OPCO to CPP. OPCO will fax the bill to
the Manager of Operations-CPP on the day it is to be rendered. OPCO will telephone CPP to

S

Atinn*a .u z c ? t,m c n ac w e'e m ~" ~~ " -~>
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I confirm receipt. Payment of such bills shall be rnade by electronic transfer or such other means-

as shall cause the funds due to be available for the use of OPCO on or before the 12th day of
} the month in which the bill is rendered or ten (10) business days after receipt of the bill,

whichever is later. Interest on unpaid amounts shall accrue daily from the date such unpaid,

amount became due and until the date paid, at the then current prime interest rate per annum as
j published in the Money and Investing section of the Wall Street Journal or, if no longer so

] published, in any mutually agreeable publication, plus 2% per annum.

|
| 3.4 Defaults
i
j In the event CPP fails to make timely payment in accordance with mtM-,3.3, and such
! failure is not corrected within fifteen (15) eale=Ar days after notification to cure such a failure,

] a default shall be d-ned to exist. Upon the occurrence of a default, OPCO may immediately

| give notice of its intent to suspend service purmant to subsection 1.7.
]

|

| 3.5 Disnuted Bills
;

! All bills shall be paid in full, pursuant to subsection 3.3 above, regardless of any dispute as to -

: such bills. Disputes which cannot be resolved in the normal course of business will be brought
| before the Operating Committee for resolution. If the resolutionprocedure results in the renun
j of an amount paid pursuant to subfactian 3.3, then such amount shall be returned with interest

4
at the rate specified in subsection 3.3 from the date paid until the date refunded.

,

'

j

| 3.6 Billing.Adinstments
.

Other than as required by law or regulatory action, adjnenente in bills must be made within six

(6) months of the rendition of the initial bill.
2

i

]
3.7 Tax.. Reimbursement.

i It is expressly agreed by the Parties that, as part of the corapation to be paid under this .
Agreement, if at any time during the term hereof there should be levied and/.or, assessed against
OPCO or any member of the AEP System.any direct tax, including, but not limited to sales,
excise or sirnitar taxes (other than taxes based on or measured by net income), by any taxing;

i authority on the pour and/or energy manufactured, generated, produced, converted, sold,
purchased, transmitted, interchanged, exchanged, exported or imported by OPCO, or any

i member of the AEP System, to CPP, OPCO shall be entitled to full W-ei+==rion by CPP for
such direct taxes, OPCO will charge such tax in its billings to CPP unim CPP warrants that,

; it will pay such tax and hold OPCO harmless from such ensamenwnts. 'Ibc Parties also agree
that prior approval of any regulatory body having jurisdiction in such matter, if required, shall;

be obtained as a prerequisite to collection of such tax.

i

.

6
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3.8 Out-Of-Pocket Costs ;

I

Unless otherwise specified, "out-of-pocket cost" shall mean all expenses incurred by the AEP |
System that would not otherwise have been iruud if such service had not been arranged. This l
cost relates to the actual energy generated to supply the hourly scheduled amount. Such !

expenses will include, but are not Limpited to, fuel, reactant, operation, maintenance, cost of I
cnissions, transmission losses on the AEP Systern, charges for any energy purchased which is !
*easonably allocated by the AEP System to such service, and other expenses incurred which
would not have been incurred if the service had not been arranged. Out-of-pocket cost shall not
include opportunity, cost. Emission allowance cost recovery will be governed by the following
principles:

I
a) AEP will use the most current Mattet Price Index published by Cantor-Fitzgerald )

Environmental Brokerage Services to establish the Isp'r==-t cost of emission
allowances each month.

,

'AEP intends to monitor ,the performance of the Cantor-Fitzgerald and other i
indicators of eminion allowance market price, and reserves the right to change its l

selection of such indicator, subject to --a- by the Commission.

b) CPP will be permi*M to reimburse the AEP Operating Companies for emission
allown-w by paying in cash or by the in-idad transfer of allowances. 'Ihe AEP
Operating C-aaniaa may require the eneamar to declare, no later than the
hegi==ing of the coordination trummsinn, whether they will pay in cash or return
allowances in-kind. If CPP chooses to provide emission allowances in-kind, CPP
must deliver such allowances not later than a date sufficient to allow AEP to
submit such allowances to the EPA.

c) The AEP generating unit (s) used to compute the number of eminina allowances
consurned for a tranwtion will be the same unit (s) used to price the out-of-pocket
costs associated with the energy supplied pu-.e to such tr== action.

d) AEP will round fractional amounts of allowances as follows: .

Between 0.001 - 0.499 will be rounde11 to O
Between 0.500 - 0.999 will be rounded to 1

1
,

7
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3.9 Estimated Out-Of-Pocket Costs-

The estimated out-of-pocket costs, excluding emission allowances, are as follows:
;

I

! YEAR ENERGY /MWH EMISSIONS /MWH
i

1996 $17.69 $0.52 '

1997 $19.18 $0.60 |

| 1998 $19.84 $0.60
1

1999 $21.26 $0.74

2000 $20.67 $1.62

2001 $21.06 $1.66 |
|

|
l

| ARTICLE 4 - OPERATING COMMnTEE

4.1 Operatine C<wnmh

!

| The operations of the Pardes' systems as provided for in this Agreement shall be =dministered
'

by an 4- =:-t Committee. Each Party shall appoint one member and an alternate to the
, Op. dug Committee. The principal duties of the Operating r>wnmh shall be as follows:

a. to establish operating, M'line and control piMer,s; ,

b. to establish Ecc= ^M and billing pic-w3 =e; and

c. to perform such other duties as may be specifically idendfied in this Agreement or,

may be required for the proper f t! - h5 of this Asiecuicst.

ARTICIE S -INDEMNITY
..

5.1 Indemnity

To the extent permiw by law, the owning Party shall trt= My and save harmless the other
Party from and against any loss, liability, cost, expenses, suits, actions, claims, and all other
obligations arising out of injuries to persons or damage to property caused by or in any way
attributable to the ownership or operation of the owning Party's facilities, except,that the owning
Party's obligation to indenmify the other Party shall not' apply to any liabilities arising from the

; other Party's sole negligence or that pordon of any liabilities that arise out of the other Party's
; contributing negligent acts or omissions. Further, to the extent that a Party's immunity as a

complying employer, under the worker's compensation and c-sp :lonal disease laws of their:

state, might serve to bar or affect recovery under or enforcement of the indemnification;
'

otherwise granted herein, each Party agrees to waive such immnnhy. With respect'to the State

8
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of Ohio, this waiver applies to Section 35 Article II of the Ohio Constitution and Ohio Rev.*
,
'

Code Section 4123.74. As respects this subsection 5.1 only, the term " Party" shall include the
2 Pany's directors, officers, employees, and agents.

1 .

i ARTICLE 6- REGULATORY AUTHORITIES, TERM AND TERMINATION
;

| 6.1 Reeulatory Authorities
t

| This Apw w.id is made subject 'o the jurisdiction of any governmental authority or authoridest
i having jurisdiction in the premises. Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be construed as
j affecting in any way, the right of a Party under this Agreement to unilaterally C.le with the
j Federal Energy Regulatory Cn-miaminn for a change in utes, charges, classification, service

or any rule, regulation or contract relating thereto under Secdon 205 or 206 of the Federal
: Power Act ad pursuant to the Commission Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder,
} cxcept that the rates and charges under subsection 2.1 will not be subject to change.
:

} 6.2 Term and Termination -

:

His Agreement shall be effective as of the date of *==*Ina, or such date as shall be specified*

: by the regulatory authority having jurI&laa heroin, and shall remain in effect through August
.

i s31, 2001. Service under this agreement shall mmmaar* on ha**=har 1,1996 or as soon !

thereafter as practicable, but no later than January 1,1997 and shall contime for a period of five;

] (5) years. Except as provided for in ehwrinr12.2 cancellation or modification of this
j Agreement during the contract term is only allowed by mutual agreement. If the Parties extend
j this agreement, such extension shall include provisions for the termination of this agreement,

i.

j ARTICLE 7 - GENERAL

7.1 Force Maicure

i No Party shall be in default with respect to any obligation hereunder, other than the payment
; of money, if prevented from fulfilling such obilgation by reason of any cause beyood its .

,

; ieasonable control, including without limitation strikes and labor disputes. A Party unable to
j fulfill any obilgation by reason of any cause beyond its control shall use diligence to remove

such disability with rcisor ble dispatch.,

1

i
'

7.2 Waivers
i
'

Any waiver at any time of any rights as to any default or other matter arising hereunder shall
| not be deemed a walver as to any subsequent default or matter. Any delay, shon of the
; statutory period of limitation, in asserting or enforcing any right hereunder shall not be deemed

a waiver of such right.
,

4
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7.3 Liability
.

No Party shall be liable to any third party for any failure of a Party to perform its obligations
hereunder.

.

7.4 Continuation of Arreement Provisions

It is understood and agreed by the Parties hereto that if any one or more provisions contnineA
berein shall be finally determined by any regulatory authority or court of competent jurletiction !

to contravene, or be invalid under, any applicable provision of law, such contravention or
invalidity shall not invalidate this Agreement. The Parnes will negotiate in good faith to provide-

a substitute for such provision or provisions, but no such substitute shall be binding on either |
Party unless stated expressly in a wrinen document executed and delivered by each of the Parties I

to this Agreement and filed with and accepted for filing by such regulatory authorities as shall
have jurisdiction.

7.5 Written Notices

Any written notice required or apinepiM hereunder shall be deemed properly made, given
to, or served on the party to which it is dhected, when sent by United States mail, postage
prepaid and addressed as follows:

If to CPP: Director
Department of Public Utilities,
City of Cleveland
1201 iskeside Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44114

and

Comminioner
~

Cleveland Putilic Power
City of Cleveland
1300 imkeside Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44114

.

If to OPCO: President
Ohio Power Company
215 North Front Street
Columbus, OH 43215

i

and

Senior Vice President - System Power Markets
American Electric Power Service Corporation
1 Riverside Plaza
Columbus, OII 43215

.

or at such other address as any Party shall have designated to the other.
,

10
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Any written notice required or appropriate hereunder may be met by telex, telecopy or other.

electronic means of commuahting written or printed material,
l .

| Notice of any change in the above addresses shall be given in the manner specified in this
subsection.

7.6 Anreement Validity

The validity and meaning of this Agreement shall be governed by the laws of Ohio.

7.7 Assianment

This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the successors and assigns
of the Patties. This Agreement shall not be *%en*J by any Party without the written consent
of the others except to a sim-ant corporadon to which substantially all the hadaa*? and
assets of such Party shall be transferred.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, each of the Parties has caused this Agreement to be duly
executed.

OHIO POWER COMPANY
,

By
Gerald P. Malo ice President-

!
'

t

|

CITY OF CLEVELAND

By Y |i.- |'. N vn-
'

-v
Michael Konicek, Director

.

1

|

.

11
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EXHIBIT I I
Page 1 of 2

OPCO/CPP POWER SUPPLY AGREEMENT
.

.

A. Esthnated Transactkms and Revenues, based on maximum demand and 60% Load Factor
Twelve Months Ended August 31,1997

Estinated Edm-M |

Billing Demand Billing Energy Total
'

Demand Revenue Energy Revenue' Revenue
is (ww) (s) _N s s

SEFFEMBER 50 325,000 21,600 393,336 718,336
OCTOBER 50 325,000 22.320 406,447 731,447
NOVEMBER 50 325,000 21,600 * 393,336 718,336
DECEMBER 50 325,000 22,320 406,447 731,447

122Z '

JANUARY 50 325,000 22,320 406,447 731,447
FEBRUARY 50 325,000 20,160 367,114 692.114
MARCH 50 325,000 22,320 406,447 731,447
APRIL 50 325,000 21,600 393,336 718,336
MAY 50 325,000 22,320 406.447 731,447
JUNE 50 325,000 21,600 393,336 718,336
JULY 50 325,000 22,320 ' 406,447 731,447
AUGUST 50 325,000 22,320 406,447 731,447

12-MO. TOTAL 600 3,900,000 262,800 4,785,587 8,685,587

. m e .n
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Exhibit I,

Page 2 of 2
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MI R. WHITE, MAYOR,

1300 LAKESIDE AVENUE
1 P l CLEVELAND, OHtO 441141100

OHgo
s.

I

i

)
;

1
'

|

CERTIFICATE OF CONCURRENCE |
,

|

This is .to certify that Cleveland Public Power assents to and concurs in the Rate
Schedule described below, which the Ohio Power Company has filed, ara hereby files j
this certificate of concurrence in lieu of the filing of the initial Rate SchrAule specified.

j
l

Power Supply Agreement dated July 31,1995, between Ohio Power Company and
Cleveland Public Power, OPCO FERC Rate Schedule No.

CLEVELAND PUBUC POWER

l

: By: M
' Michael G. Konicek

Title: Director of Public Utilities
City of Cleveland, Ohio

,

!

i

1

|

<

An EqualOpporamay Employer
. . , , , ,,r,, .. , n e m ., . , , . r.e ,. n, . , ree, , n,r
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THE MEDICAL CENTER COMPANY i

._a aucu omivt
CLEVELA ND. O!!!O 44106-4iC3

.m 1

,

.

LN1VER.51TY QRCL.E )
, / f . ,.:. -
| asu wm i

2:r*3Dsr - Fas itin m

| Februuy 27,1995
|

|

[
!

' Nagsh Ramadan. Commissioner
Cleveland Public Power
1300 Lakeside Avenue

! Cleveland, Ohio 44114
|

Dear Mr. Ramadan:

!
.

Enclosed is the proposed Power Service Agreement benveen Cleveland Public
Power and Medical Center Company.

We look fonvard to final approval of this centract by the Beard of Control and
City Council

Thank you for your coopemtion in.this matter.
I

i

Sincerely, f , ,,
. ,. m . i,'

s)- } &}' s'c
Michael B. Danzig. P.E. [ ,

'

General Manager ,

!

l

!
.

MBD/vam 1! .

I
i

4

| |

|
'

|

|

I

|

CORPORATE MEMBERS
' Nrvtp $ TV *=OspfTAL3 C8r CLEVELANO *kt CLEVEL.AftC SCTA8** CAL G AACENJ

C ASC crE5?tRN AESE RVE U*8'vY.MSTTY TME CLEVELAs=0 MEA.*eG & s*EECM CENT ER

ikt CLestsNC pust!,;u OK ART TWC CLEvtt.ANO adCDCAL US AART AM
T*46 CLEvtW NETITUTE OF AMTN CMu*C** 08 T+4 CCYT%MT

TWE aduseCA. ARis ALSOCAATICat

ATTACHMENT "D'-|
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CLEVELAND PUBLIC POWER k
1300 LAKR9DE AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44114'

ELF 4TRIC POWER SERVICE AGuRRMENT
- s

|

I

This Agreement is made and antared into by and betrean the

City of Cleveland, Chio ("the Citya), acting by and through its
.

Director of Public Utilities or his authorisad rapresentative(s),
*

pursuant to chapter 523, including sections 523.048, 523.13, and

523.195, of the codified 0. h as of the City of Clavuland, and

ths Medical Cantar CC=pany, a tax-axampt entity under se| ction

501(c) (3) of the United Statas Internal 3.avenus Coda (a ItCCc") and

its signaterf Me Wairs, dated as of 1985.,

I
.

Witnesseth: Now, tharsform, in consideration of the

agreements, prominas and undePMcgs herein set i

I
forth, tha city for itself and its succepsors and

\ 1
-

iassigns, and McCo fcr itself and its successors

and assigns, hereby mutually agree as to lows:
}

!

Articia 1. 1.1 The City shall furnish to MCcc and ths Member

Facilitias (as defined in Article 5.5), and MCCc

and the Masber Facilities shall take and purchama
|

frem the city, during the term of this Aps,mant,
,

the firm electric power and amargy requiramants of

WCCo and the Member Facilities, including such

requirements for the um=M r Facilities ahd

_

* |

.
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|

f acilities presently served by McCo ovned by Case |

|
Western Reserve University and University

Hospitals. McCo represents that the max;. mum

demand or capacity required frc:n the cit $r's

electric system is 50 MW. McCo shall promptly

notify City, with as much advance notice es is
=

reasonably possible, of any anticipated increases |,

1

or decreases in such danand. In the event that i

!
'

McCo's demand axceeds 50 MW, City shall supply

such additional demand and associated energy at

City's Large Industrial rate.

!

1.2 All of the electric energy and power

requirenents to be furnished by the City pursuant
1

to this Agreement shall be a native load of the

City, and McCo shall be a critical customer of the

city which is entitled to priority of service in

the event of any curtailment of power or repairs

! of damage.by the City.
i-

i

McCo shall promptly and diligently arran|e for andgArticle 2.

pursue through completion the financing,
construction, and energization of a new sub' station

~

to be paid for and owned by McCo (the "Mbco

! Substation") , located adj acent to the C1' y's 138r h
|'

KV transmission line between the City's East and
i

Northeast substations, as is more fully [ described
*

i

-2- -!.

- !
i-
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\

in Exhibit A hereto; provided, however, btat McCo

shall not be in default or breach of the foregoing

obligation for any failure to perform this

obligation in the event such failure is due to

i
strikes, boycotta, labor disputes, embarpoes, acts

I

of God, acts of the public enemy, action's or %

decrees of governmental authority, weather

conditions, floods, riots, rebellion, or sabotage,

or any other circumstances for which it 'i.s not
|

| responsible and which are not within its.

reasonable control. In such event, McCo shall have

no further obligation or liability to the City,

and the City shall have no obligation to furnish
!

electric power and energy to McCo under this

Agreement. McCo shall enter into a contract for

the construction of the McCo substation within-

forty-five (45) days after the ordinance 'of the

City's Council authorizing this Agreement takesi

effect..
,

.

I

Article 3. McCo shall begin taking service from the City

hereunder upon the last to occur of: (1 ) the

termination of McCo's existing service a reement'

with its current supplier, (2) the effective date
i

of MCCo's cancellation notice to its current
! !

supplier, and (3) the completion of McCo[s
,

Substation, which date shall be the Serv'ce Date.i
'

'

i

{
i

i
-3- |
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McCo shall give written notice of canceldation to

its current supplier of electric power within

forty-five (45) days after the ordinance of the

City's Council authorizing this Agreement takes )
1

effect. As of the date of execution of this |

Agreement, the Parties anticipate a Service Date e

of September 1, 1996. If a delay in the Service
.

Date results in the ter:n of this Agreemeest
|

\;

extending beyond December 31, 2001, the rates andl

|
-

charges described in Article 5.4 shall not be |
- i .

I fixed after such date. The City agrees ko use its
|

best efforts to secure the most f avorable rate |

availableforanyperiodofserviceoccu|rring l

I under this Agreement between January 1, 2002 and

the expiration of this Agreement.

Article 4. 4.1 This Agreement shall become effect ve and in
i

full force and effect upon due execution by the
i

| parties. |.

:
|

|

4.2 The City shall furnish and MCCo and the

|
Member racilities shall take and purchase electric

power and energy under the ter s of tids Agre-ment
for an initial fixed period of five (S) years,

t
! cc=mencing on the Service Date.'

:

i

I

- .
-4- !
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,

4.3 McCo vill have the option to extend this

Agreement for an additional five (5) year term,

for rates, t er:ts , and conditions accepta_ple to

Notlessthan'o{eyearboth the City and MCCo. n

prior to expiration of the initial term af this

Agreement, the city vill provide McCo written e
I

notice of the rates, terns and conditions for the
.

extended term of this Agreement. Within. thirty

(30) days thereafter, McCo vill notify tie City

whether or not it vill extend the term o f this

Agreement on such terms and conditions.

Article 5. 5.1 The electric service to be provided under

this Agreement shall be provided in accordance

with the rules and regulations adopted b-( the

Board of Control and approved by the cit ( Council,

as the same may from time to time be amehded,

except as otherwise provided in this Agreement.
i

Such rules and regulations are made a pa,rt of this
'

.

Agreement as if fully set forth herein tp the
extent that such rules and regulations a

i

consistent with, anddonotconflictwith,the
terms of this Agreement. !

5.2 Subject to Article 5.3 of this Agreement, the
|

rate for electric service provided to MCCo and the
|

Member Facilities under this Agreement shall be

i
I*

- !
-s- i

!
,
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i

the rate set forth in the optional Largy
:

Industrial rate schedule as fixed by th Board of

Icontrol and apprcved by the city council in effect

as of the data of this Agreement plus 4):U11s per

Kilowatt hour. The rates and charges te McCo and

the Member Facilities shall not be incre|ased,

during the term of the Agreement, except ~ pursuant ~

.

to Article 5.4.

!..

A facilities discount of $125,000.d0 per5.3
I ,

month shall be applied against all kilodatt demand f
|

of McCo during the initial 5-year term df this
I

-

Agren=ent. Such discount shall be deducted from

McCo's monthly invoice and shown as a separate |

line ite: on each invoice. It is expressly :

I
>

understood that the calculation of such discount

is based on the cost of service to McCo, taking
i

,

into account MCCo's ownership of the MCCo

Substation and of its own distribution acilities.
! |
8 i

I i

5.4 Pursuant to Section 523. 04 8 (X) ofShe
i
1codified ordinances of the city of clavaland, the

incremental energy adjust =ent charge to Xcco shall )
i

be based on the City's purchase of up to 50 MW of !
i

limited term power and associated energ from

American Electric Power co=pany ("AEP"). The i

energy adjust =ent charge shall be based on a fixed

_
!

-6-
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:

AEP demand charge of $6.50 per KW/ month, AEP's.

actual energy and emission charges (the urrent

estimates of which are shown on Exhibit $ hereto),

plus the actual costs incurred by the City for

transmission and taxes of any kind, hoverer

measured, paid directly or indirectly by the City.,

4

4
.

5.5 The rates applicable to and payable by McCo

]
under this Agreement shall apply to the "irst full

or partial billing period of the City occurring

after the Service Date. McCo's bill shall be
|,

; calculated based on the combined coincident
!

billing of MCCo and the following member facili-
;
'

ties which shall be served directly served by the

11001CebarAve.City: 11000 Cedar Ave. (UCR 1),

1, (UCR 2), 2315 Murray Hill Rd. (South Dorms), and

10620 Cedar Ave. (Aquatech) (collectively the
i

" Member Facilities" and individually a "herber -
.

I

Facility"). City shall render bills forIservice
I

to McCo monthly commencing with the first month
I;

folleving the Service Date. McCo shall pay all

ksuch bills in full and on a timely basis, in
,

accordance with the terms and conditions 6of the
City's rate schedules, except as otherwis! e

provided in this Agreeme.nt. TheCity,abitssole
!

cost and expense, shall install all necessary
!
t

i
'

-7-
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i

equipment and lines to serve the Member !
!

Tacilities, and shall make the necessary' hookups

in order to begin delivering electric service to
1

-

these facilities at the end of the July 1996
i

billing period of their existing electrici: service

agreement. At the end oS the term of thj.s ,

theequipmentinstalledbythkCityatAcrsament, ,

I
each Me=ber Facility shall be surplus property of

the City and each member which owns each of the
I

foregoing facilities may purchase such ebipment

for its depreciated value,
i

!
!

5.6 McCo members The Cleveland Museun of Art

(11150 East Blvd.), The Cleveland Botani-::a1 Garden
i

(11030 East Blvd.), The Cleveland Instit te of Art
(11141 East Blvd. and 11610 Euclid Ave.)I, and The

!

Church of the Covenant (11205 Euclid Ave!.) each
shall have the option, to be exercised thin

i

days after the execution of h is .

thirty (30)

toenterintoanelectricser|viceAgreenent, i
I

agreement with the City for a term of serven (7)
|

years, co=mencing at the end of the currient term
I

of its existing electric service agreement'vith-
I

its current supplier, at the City's starsiard rate
I

schedules. The City at the city's sole cost and
I

shall install all equipment and linasexpense,
I

necessary to provide dual feed service for the

|
_

g
.

1-
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!

Cleveland Museum of Art and equipment and lines
'

I

for all of the other facilities listed above and
shall make the necessary hookups in ordeg to begin

c

Ldelivering electric service to these facilities at

I the end of the July 1996 billing period Df their
I

existing electric service- agreement. Sahvices tc~
l
i

the facilities shall be underground except above-
i

groundlinesmaybeusedtoprovideservfeeto;

11610 Euclid Avenue. If The Cleveland $tilseum of
!

|

An does not exerciseitsoptiontoobtahnservice
Ifrom the city, the city shall use all reasonable

efforts, to provide service to the Clev and

Botanical Garden and the Cleveland Instihute of<

:

Art facility located at 11141 East Blvd.! At the
I

and of the term of this Agreement, thee[ quip =ent

installed by the City at each nemmer's f cility
I

shall be surplus property of the City and each

member which owns each of the foregoing facilities

may purchase such equipment for its.depr ciated

value.
'l
:
;

5.7 The f ailure or refusal of any Mcce inenber to

exercise its option to enter into an electric
I

service agree =ent with the City as provi%ed in
!

Article 5.6 shall not constitute a breach of thisI

Agreement and shall not result in any l b ility or
:

cbligation on the part of McCo or any MCho member.
i
|
.

- !

-9-
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In addition, such failure or refusal shahl not

relieve the City of any of its obligations inder

this Agreement, or release the City frc= its

perfor=ance under this Agreement.

I
5.8 In the event that the City interconnects with

a utility other than Cleveland Electric

Illuminating Cc=pany and such new interchnnection

enables the City to reduce the costs of trans-
.

=ission service necessary for service to,McCo or
i .

any Me=ber racility, such cost reductions shall be

included in the energy adjustment portio n of the

I
rate.

Article 6. 6 '. 1 The City shall be the exclusive supplier of

electric power and energy to McCo and the Member

Facilities, including the facilities presently

serviced by MCCo owned by Case Western R,eserve
i

University, and University Hospitals. MCCo, Case

Western Reserve University and Universit

Hospitals shall take and purchase from the City

their full electric requirements for the Member
|

Facilities and all facilities presantly %erved-by
I

McCo. !

:

i
i

6.2 The City and McCo shall have the affirmative

duty to act in good faith to achieve the purposes

!

I

!
- I
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of this Agree =ent. In the event that a legal

challenge to the City's authority to enter into

this. Agreement or the City's performance for any

reason of any obligation or covenant hereunder is

asserted by any third party, the city shall

diligently pursue all available legal and %

legislative remedies (including, withouti ,

k
limitation, appeals) to defend and proteht the

1

rights of MCCo and the City under this Agreement.
1

If MCCo or any member is named as a party in any j

i
^

such legal challenge, the City, at McCo'b sole
I

option and upon the timely written request of

MCCo, shall represents and defend McCo in such
1

legal challenge, if and to the extent thht such !

legal challenge is related to the City's authority

|
to enter into this Agreement or the Cityra

perfor=ance for any reason of its obliga tions or

covenants hereunder, at the City's sole expense,

and the City shall pay all costs and expenses

incurred by McCo in connection with such,
i

representation and defense. In such event and
Iupon the City's request, McCo shall coop,arate with

and assist the City in the defense of or,in
i

opposition to any such legal challenge and in
I

seeking legal and legislative remedies. ' If the

final, ncn-appealabledispositionofany|such
I
'

legal challenge increases the cost to MCCo for

!
>

_
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i
City electric service, the City shall cure such

cost increase within thirty (30) days.
,
I

!

i I

l
6.3 If the final, non-appealable disposition of

any such legal challenge or action incrosses the

cost to McCo under this Agreement, and the City , |
t

does not cure such cost increase within't:hirty
,

(30) days, or McCo determines the cure proposed or

,
i=plemented by the City is not satisfactory to

i
reasonably assure McCo that the City wild. be able

to perferr. all of its obligations under this

|
Agreement without any additional cost or, expense

I

to McCo or any of its members, then MCCd may
|

terminate this Agreement at any time without any
1

further liability or obligation hereunder by

dayspriorw|rittengiving the city thirty (30)

notice of such ter=ination.

6.4 .In the event the McCo installs cogeneration

equipment tied to McCo's distribution system, McCo

shall notify the City of the amount of and the

periods when such equipment will be utilized.

Such cogeneration shall not exceed 5 me avatts-
I

unless mutually agreed to be the parties;.
!

l

I

Article 7. 7.1 The electric power delivered hereuqder shall
I

be three-phase, nominal 60 cycle alterndting

)
i

_

-12-
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I |

current at apprcxi=ately 138,000 volts,Icasured

by suitable mataring equip =ent installed . ovnad |

and raintained by the city. Mccc shall design and

operate its circuits so that as far as practical,
each phase vill be balanced equally with respect

to load. McCo shall use electric power and ene

furnished hereunder in a manner that shall not be
.

harmful to the syscem and facilities owned or

operated by or on behalf of the city. j.

!

.

The city shall furnish the equipmenk7.2
|

necessary to bring electric service to the McCo

substation. All such equip =ent supplied by the

l
city shall remain the property of the ciuy and thei

I

city shall be permitted to remove the same upon
|

termination of this Agreement. ,
.

I

7.3 MCCo and its members shall provide 2e City,

at no charge to the City, such convenient and
!

practical access, locations, and rights-of-way to
I

and upon their property as the city may hequire to

furnish and maintain service and equipmeat. The

City shall have access to the MCCo Substr. tion as
I

longassuchsubstationisphysicallyinper-
I

connected with the city's transmission system.
i
,

'
.

i

-13-
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Article 8. Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement,
!

the City shall not be liable to XCCo or any of its
!

members for any less, inju::y, or damage resulting

from use by McCo or any member of the el ctric

service provided by City, McCo's or any :nenber's

connection to the city's electric system ,
,

temporary interruption of service, consequential
.

damages, or any cause reasonably beyond the city's

control. This Article 8 shall not appl ( to

relieve the city of any liability for an( loss,

injury or damage incurred by McCo or any of its I

nenbers arising from a deter =ination that the

citylackstheauthoritytoenterintohis
any failure by the city for a|y reason

~

nAgreement,
i

to provide electric power at the rates stated in

Article .5, any breach by the City of its covenant

in Article 10.5 to maintain a sufficient power
,

supply, or the city's failure to cure any default'

I

of its obligations under Article 6.2. |
.

I

Article 9. 9.1 At such time as this contract has at:tually

been approved and executed by all of the parties,

' the city and McCo shall issue a mutually 1ap' proved,
t

joint press release announcing that they|have
i

entered into this contract and describing its
*

,

1 Themajor terms and the benefits for each party.
I

city and McCo agree that in the event anf publicf

.

~

-14- |
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I

statements or positions are necessary in[
connection with a legal challenge concerr ing the

I subject matter of this Agreement, the City and

McCo vill cooperate to develop public statements

and positions mutually satisfactory to bc th

parties. Neither party shall issue any press
~

I
release or other public statement concerr,ing such

.

legal challenge which is objectionable tcithe
1

other party in such other party's reasontble

judgement. ;
' |

Article 10 . , 10.1 Neither the City ner MCCo or any of its

members shall be deemed to be in default or breach

of this Agreement by reason of its f ailu:re to

perfor=anyoneornereofitsobligation|s
i
i

hereunder if, while, and to the extent that such |

I
failure is due to strikes, boycotts, labor

,

I

disputes, er.bargoes , acts of God, acts of the
i
i

public enemy, aculons or decrees of governmental

authority (other than the City itself in the case

of a failure by the City), weather conditions,
|

flood, riots, rebellion, sabotage, or any other

circunstances for which it is not responsible and.

which are not within its reasonable conthl. 'This
I

provision shall not apply to the failure of any
party to make money payments required unber this

Agree =ent, and said constary obligations (shall
!

l I
i

.

-15- .
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I
;

continue in effect during any of the

aforementioned events. This provision shall not

apply to relieve the city from, or excuse any

default or breach by the city of, any obligation

to provide electric power at the rates s-:ated in
Article 5, its obligation to curs any de fault as

e

s'a t forth in Article 6.2, the city's warranty of

t authority under Article 10.4, or the Cit:('si

covenant of supply under Article 10.5.
.

i
.

10.2 If any ters'or provision of this Agreement

is held invalid, illegal or unenforceabl e by any
l

court of competent jurisdiction, the invalidity,

illegality or unenforceability shall not affect

! any other term or provision hereof. This

Agree =ent shall be interpreted and const rued as if

such term or provision, to the artent it has been

held invalid, illegal, or unenforceable, had never
o

been contained herein. | |
i

IL
,

10.3 The city and McCo and its members hereby

acknowledge that nothing contained in this
|

Agreement and no act by any party shall be deemed

or construed as creating any relationshi of

third-party beneficiary, principal arai ag| ent,
limited or general partnership, joint venture, or'

i any other association or relationship involving'

i

_

-16-
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I

i the City and MCCo or its members. The City,

however, acknowledges and agrees that thi s

Agree =ent is for the benefit of MCCo and its
.!

1

fsignatory members, except any mei.ber which does

not enter into an electric service agreement as
,

I provided in Article 5.5.

The City warrants and represents to MCCo and10.4
I

its members that the City has full authority,to
1

enter into this Agreement and each and every'one1

!

of its provisions under the Constitution and laws |
|

|

of the State of obic and the Charter and |

| Ordinances of the City of Cleveland. ,

i

10.5 The City covenants to MCCo and its members

that as of the service Date, the City vill have,

and thereafter vill continue to have at s11 timas .

l

dttring the. term of this Agreement, poverjsupply

resources (such as contracts to purchase power) -

sufficient to fulfil its obligations undar this

AgTeement.

(
|

|
t

.

I

! l
i

I .

|-17-
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have barcantD set

|
their hand this day of , 199___.

!
,

BY: BY:
f

}

Title: Title:
The Medical Center Ccspany Tbc Case Westprn e

Reserve University

BY: BY: __
,

.

Title: Title:
University Hospitals The ClevelandtMuseum

of Art

BY: BY:

Title: Title:
~

i

The C.turch of The covenant The Cleveland
Botanical Gar'den

|

1

BY: |

.

I |

Title:
The Cleveland Inst tute of
Art ,

:

BY:
!
I

Title:
The City of Cleveland

|
i
i
'

.

I
t

i
i

I.

3

- i

-18- |
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I

Account No. Contract No.

Meter (s) No. Date' Service Starts:
1

!

Target Date: Hail Bills To: The Medical Center
Co.
2250 circle hive ~

Date Meter (s) cleveland, 0 11e 4410li
Installed:

.

.

I

G227\33464\94403\tC::O*A

'M

.

(
'

|

.

'
4

i
i
l
l

I

i

Q

i

i

-19-
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XLECTRIC PoirXR 83RVIcz AGR3ZXIXT
BETWEEN T33 CITY OF CLIVELAND, OHIO 13fD

TE3 XEDICAL czsrzR coxrANY

.

ZZZIBIT A

MCCo SUBrTATION DIScRIPTION

McCo shall install and own a 138,000 volt to 11,500 volY
cubstation located adjacent to City's 138 kV transmission line
betVeen City's East and Northeast substations. The City 138 kV

tnd ENE-8,line vill be tapped by McCo between City poles ENZ-7 <

located east of Adelbert Road and north of the pern Central:ne 138 kVrailroad tracks. The MCCo Substation vill consist of <
(VA trans-circuit breaker, two 138 kV circuit switchers, two 75and associated relay and controlformers with load tap changers, l

necessary for reliable operation of the Citt and McCo )equipment All such equipment, other than metering f aciliqies, shall
be installed as part of McCo's construction of the McCo substation. |
s ystems .- ,

install metering on the secondary side of he trans-City will Iand energyfor=crs and such netering vill measure the actual demand
No loss compensation vill be added.usage.

McCo shall provide to City for City's approval, the
drawings and specificatichs for the

prolininary design details,McCo shall supply City with the complete detailedMcCo Substation.design drawings and specifications for the substation and installa-test data after installation, city
tion along with the finalwith McCo personnel and its dentractorspersonnel shall consult
during the installation and testing of the McCo substatiin to allow
for expedited construction and energization of the tubstation. i

!

shall provide 24-hour access to the substatior' area andMCCo
equipment to City personnel and representatives,

onec the McCo substation is in operatien, :City shall
monitor and perform routine inspection of the subshation and
associated equip =ent, as well as periodic testing of the trans-

formers, relays, netering and other equipment. In th e event of
failure or the need for repairs to the substation or related

shall grform suchequipment, City, at the request of the McCo,
repairs at MCCo's expense chargeable on a time and matar.als basis.

|
i
!

_

b
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ELECTRIC POWER SERVICZ AGRXZEZXT |
'

BET 1rIEM TEZ CITY 07 CLZY1 LAND, 03IO AND j

TEE XEDICAL CENTER CCXPANT |

.

EI3I3IT E

i

Pob'IR SUPPLY AD7UST?ENT MUtGES AFP
er

DINAND ENERGY EMISSIONS CUIAL DErcl

1996 $6.500 $ 0. 017 80 $0.00054 t,0.01534

1997 $6.500 $0.01840 S0.00059 40.01899
1998 $6.500 $0.01910 $0.00065 50.01975

1999 56.500 $0.01970 $0.00070 $0.02040

8000 $6.500 $0.02040 $0.00128 $0.02168
-

3001 $6.500 $0.02110 50.00140 $0.02250

'

t

|

|

|

;.

|

l
I

|

1

i

i

I

i
t

i

!

- \
:

j.'

TOTAL F.21
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CWil C. REGUltNSKI INDEPENDENCE. OH 44 31 -

9UOE T. ROSENBAUM OPERATING COMPANIES FAX (216H47 2592

"X)GLAS J. WE8rR CLEVELAND ELECTBIC ILLUMINATING

ARK R. KEuPlc TOLEDO EDtSON TOLEDO OFFICE
EOtSON PLAZA |

300 MADtSON AVENUEtRALIGAL
WY a uceABE CORPORATE / REGULATORY PRACTICE AREA TOLEDO, OHIO 43652 |

FAX (419)24M251 (

|
|

November 2,1995 |

David R. Straus, Esq.
Spiegel & McDiarmid
1350 New York Ave., N.W. i

Washington, D.C. 200054798
|
|

Dear David:

Please be advised that The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company (CEI) will not provide
the transmission services requested by Cleveland Public Power (CPP) associated with the power sale
by the Ohio Power Company (Ohio Power) to CPP for delivery of 40 MW to the CEI/ Ohio Power
interconnection commencing September 1,1996 through December 31,1996. His transaction, |

;
although contractually described as a wholesale sale from Ohio Power to CPP, will be the functional
equivalent of a sale "directly to an ultimate consumer"; accordingly, in accordance with Section 212
cf the Federal Power Act, CEI is not required to provide transmission services with respect to this
transaction. Furthermore, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (Commission) lacks authority
to issue a mandatory wheeling order against CEI under the Federal Power Act to effectuate this
transaction.

On this date, the Company has sought a declaratory order from the Conunission that it is not
required to provide the required transmission services associated with this transaction. I have
enclosed herein a copy of the petition for declaratory order filed with the Comnussion.

Please be further advised that CEI's refusal to provide the requested transmission services is
not due to any limitation on the CEI transmission system, and CEI will provide the other
transmission services requested by CPP in its letter dated August 11,1995. Copies of the other
transmission service agreements are being returned to CPP executed by the appropriate CEI

personnel on this date.

Very tmly yours,

G .
., .

/ /
*

Michael C. Regulinski
Senior Counsel

MCR:ms

ATTACHMENT "E"
J
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CENTER 00R,

ENERGY
(

620o Ook Tree Boulevard Mail Address: j
independence OH P0. Box 94661 )

216-447 310 0 Cleveland,OH d41014001

.

November 3,1995

II AND DELIVERY

Jerome W. Salko, Manager |

Electric System Operations |
City of Cleveland, Ohio |

1300 Lakeside Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 441141100

Dear Jerry:
1
'

In response to your request for transmission service dated August 11,1995
under CEI FERC Transmission Tariff, CEI will provide the services indicated
below. CEI's agreement to provide the services is expressly conditioned upon the
following:

1. The installation of the 138 kV capacitors before the 1996
summer load season as stated in your letter of September 22,
1995 and Mr. Pofok's letter of October 30,1995; and

.

2. Completion of the necessary transient interaction studies
involved with capacitor installations to avoid electrical
disturbances on the City's and CEl's systems and
communication of the results of the studies to CEI.

CEI can perform the necessary transient interaction studies at your request.
Please notify me within ten days whether the City will meet these conditions.

In anticipation of the City's agreement with these conditions,I have enclosed
the following signed service agreements:

1. East Kentucky Power Cooperative for 30 MW from January 1,
19% through December 31,1996;

2. Cincinnati Gas & Electric Company for 50 MW from January
1,1996 through December 31,1996; and

operorma Cornponies:
Cleveland Electric illuminot.ng
Toledo Edson

)
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3. New York Power Authority for 32 MW from January 1,1996
through December 31,1996.

The request for transmission services related to Ohio Power for 40 MW from
9/1/96 through 12/31/96 is denied for the reasons stated in the enclosed letter to
Mr. David R. Straus.

:

Very truly yours, |
l

sfs*

Thomas G. Solomon
Manager- Bulk Power Operations

TGS:ms

i

.


